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HE INTERVIEWED ST. ORR

Tuesday
Issue* J

Volume 95............ Number 106.

The Black Cat

And Then A. Jay See Tries To Use
Drumsticks With His Toes

The Rockland Oazette was established In 1846. In 1874 the Courier
National Ouardsmen from 26 event Congress enacts compulsory was established and oonsolldated with the Oazette ln 1882. The Free Press
I met Chelm St. Orr at the Union it will be true. On the second day
was established ln 1895 and ln 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. These
States will report at various army military training legislation. The papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Fair.
Mr. St. Orr mentioned of his work he had delivered to
post* Sept. 16 for a year's training guardsmen will aid in training con
and
featured
by Ripley at least him at Union the handsomest pair
under President Roosevelt's order scripts.
eight times in his "Believe It Or of drums I have ever seen—bass
fummoning 60.000 of the nation's j To ease personal hardships arisNot” syndicated columns. A man and snare—products of the Lud
242.000 civilian soldiers to active j lrij from the call, all guardsmen
of 53, who, through an accidental wig drum manufacturers. St. Orr
under the rank of captain who have
duty.
throw from a horse he was riding asked me to try out the snare drum
Mr. Roosevelt called out the 44th, dependents without means of sup
when
19 years of age, lost both in my band work there, but I got
port
will
be
permitted
to
resign.
30th, 46th and 41st Divisions with- I
arms,
leaving
him only one 6-inch no chance to do this much as I
Those
under
18
will
be
discharged.
out their tank companies, and 22
and one 8-inch stump of his upper would have enjoyed it. Friday be
Coast Artillery. Harbor Defense, and ■ A provision in the law under
ing the last day of Mr. St. Orr's
arms.
which Mr. Roosevelt Issued his call
Observation Squadrons.
engagement he and his brother
At
that
time
Mr.
St.
Orr
was
directs
employers
to
rehire
men
who
It Is expected that other units of
deeply interested ln music, being a departed in mid-afternoon as soon
the National Guard will be called apply for reinstatement 40 days
good snare drummer and trumpet after their act was finished as
to active duty later. War Depart after contemplating their service,
Knox
County
baseball
fans
were
grievously
disappointed
1
player and was an ardent follower their car could be packed. Just1
unless
the
employers
find
this
‘
"Im

ment plans contemplate mobiliza
of
hunting and fishing had started as they were about to start, think- |
yesterday because rain spoiled the proposed double-header
tion of virtually the entire guard in possible or unreasonable."
ing of that beautiful snare drum
The men will receive regular army in Camden. They will be delighted to learn that a special to take a four-year law course. Of
(By The Roving Reporter)
course all these activities were at packed in the car I turned to my
pay while in training.
co-worker
in
the
drum
section
of
once ended, everyone believed. But
The units called consist of 55.426 series has been arranged to close the season.
the band and asked. “If you could
State Librarian Oliver L. Hall,
The Rockland Pirates and Camden Shells will play at not so with St. Orr, that was
Tills Is the last week of the State
enlisted men, 3930 officers and 53
have your choice of anything in
W
’
hen
life
began
with
him.
formerly of Rockland, refers to campaign. But it's Just possible
warrant officers.
Community Park Wednesday night at 5.30.
that
ear.
what
would
you
choose?"
I dare not dispute any claims
Chief Justice Charles Putnam you didn't know there was one.
The Two Hundred and Fortieth
Friday night at the same hour these teams will play in he now makes as to his abilities He a mere boy in band experience, Barnes, who recently retired from
Coast Artillery from Maine is to
in feats performed by him some having only a little over 20 years' the Maine supreme court bench
train at Portland. It ia to this unit Camden.
band drumming experience com
A second year of digging ls fin
of
which I have witnessed in the
after many years of service, with
that Battery E of Rockland and
Sunday afternoon there will be a double-header in Cam
pared to my 47 years, replied, "I
privacy
of
his
dressing
room
at
special stress on his days at Colby, ished at one of 22 shell heaps which
Battery F of Thomston belong.
don't see any girls in that car, so
den, starting at 2 o’clock.
the Union Fair Grounds. Such
from which he was graduated in have been under investigation in
A. F. A A. M.
I would choose that tin water pail
Camden
fans
will
turn
out
en
masse;
let
Rockland
fans
simple
(to
him)
stunts
as
shooting
1892. He pictures Barnes as six feet the vicinity of Sorrento. This heap
MEETING
The State Highway Commission
hung
on
the
back
of
the
car
and
glass balls revolving in a circle on
two, and weighing 175 pounds; that is three feet deep and 10 yards
has posted signs explanatory of the be equally interested and patriotic tomorrow night.
WEDNESDAY. SEPT.
the end of a two-foot cord; cut give it to you so you would have he "was a boxer of parts," with "a across. In the Sorrento and Oouldsyellow and white lines in the road EILsworth 6, Rockland 5
AT 7.30 P. M.
I to the mound for the Shells, and ting a cigarette in two while held something decent to drum on." A reach that had been developed by boro excavations, no trace has been
ways. The system was described
little hint that his drum was better
found of the so-called "red paint”
The Pirates were nosed out Sun j was nicked rather savagely at times, in the mouth of his brother “Bill,"
In THOMASTON
by The Courler-Oazette soon after
than mine, which however is a fact. picking potatoes ln his home coun ocrc used by certain tribes to bury
but
splendid
fielding,
especially
on
sawing
and
splitting
wood,
playing
day
at
Ellsworth
in
a
close
game
ty,
and
kick
in
either
fist.''
He
it was inaugurated.
But for this wise crack of his I
with the Red Wings. Leading by the part of Miller, blanked the excellent music on a slide trom
sang in the chapel choir and glee their dead. It Is thought that this
decided to show him up later. So
one run ln the first and two in the I visitors ln most of the innings. bone, using a pair of drumsticks
club, was on the Oracle staff, par custom either was peculiar to a dif
on
my
return
home
I
carefully
third the Pirates were tied at 3-all. Whatever chance the Easterns had on really complicated snare drum braced up my old snare drum, re ticipated in the debates, played on ferent tribe or was a custom of the
music, and accenting this properly
One Pirate run was scored in was spoiled by ragged fielding.
the 'varsity ball team, was a Algonquins of a bygone era. In all
Manager Alley "passed the hat” on a bass drum, are on his regular moved my shoes and stockings and thorough student, and also “witty red paint graves, no trace of the
the sixth, only to have Ellsworth
placing
the
drumsticks
between
skeleton has been found. Such
come up with two. Rockland rather than charge an admission programs but I saw even more | my toes by hand as I could not pleasant and kindly.”
graves have been found no farther
evened the score in their half of and felt worse about the debacle than the patrons of the Fair did. get them there as St. Orr did. I
These regulation stunts which
A picture ln the Lewiston Jour away than Sullivan Falls and Or
the seventh with one. The Red than anybody else. The fans ac
started
out
confidently
to
do
his
ANNOUNCES
Wings got the winning tally in the cepted the situation good natured- Mr. St. Orr performs are done best trick the accented roll which nal shows children eating Red As land. Several of the impromptu
same inning and neither team ly, and with a razzing which would without the aid of any special ap I am told by some of my friends at trakhan apples. Used to be my fa graves of the Algonquins have been
THE OPENING OF AN OFFICE AT
have done credit on the grounds of paratus whatever. No mirrors to
scored from then on.
,
least I can do fairly well with vorite Summer apple, but what in unearthed, each containing a skele
deceive and surely St. Orr has
ton in nearly perfect condition.
The Pirates, with bases lull and the gas house gang tn St. Louis.
sticks in my hands. I gave my the world has become of them? I
nothing to deceive the eye con
What disproves the two to be the
seldom
hear
the
variety
mentioned.
one out ln the fourth, lost a chance
feet a gentle flourish. The roll
cealed in his sleeves. His startling
to score two runs on an umpire's Twilight Topics
did not for some unknown reason And what has become of the straw same but belonging to different eras
decision. The right fielder, to the
That left field fence at Ellsworth feats are done with his feet and materialize. A valuable 35 cent berry apple, and the water-core is the fact that the artifacts found
PRACTICE LIMITED TO SURGERY
toes. He could also qualify as a
in the graves of the "Red Paints"
spectators and all the Pirates, ls sure close to third base.
mirror suspended on the«wall re Porter?
juggler.
are
almost perfect when compared
caught
French's
looper
on
the
first
•
•
•
•
ceived one stick and our family
OFFICE HOURS: 10.30 A M. TO 12.00
The keen eyes of Patrolman to those of the Algonquin. The art
In the four days I .was attend
bounce and all runners were off
A1 McNeilly really pitched great ing the Fair as one of the snare cat (black) got the other. The i Christofferson spotted it—a car
of the Algonquin Indians is charac
when the ball was returned to first ball and deserved a better fate in
mirror was ruined. The cat may
BY APPOINTMENT
for a double play. Bums, with two his final appearance this season drummers of the Rockland City not lose the sight of the eye which which had been parked in front of teristic and striking. Baskets of
I Band I asked him for a little lndoubles, and Connon. with two for Rockland.
received the butt end of the drum 1 the Mansfield dry goods store more grass or porcupine quills carried
Buddy Chisholm
singles, led the Pirates while brought the fans to their feet with i tervtew for our County paper, the stick. I did not h>t the drum at than the hour permitted by the brightly colored designs by which
j Rockland
Courier-Gazette.
He
TELS. ROCKLAND, 611-M; CAMDEN, 2470
police rules Tagging the car seemed and archaeologist can definitely
Chamberlain gathered two for the
a catch of a line drive in deep cheerfully consented. His brother all.
Wings.
Chisholm and Burns right field.
After the excitement died down to have no effect, for It remained identify the tribe which made them.
passed him a card and Mr. St.
in the same position all the Pottery and ornaments for neck
starred in the field for Rockland.
I decided to write this. Then II stoically
Orr taking it between his toes laid thought of my fountain pen. I forenoon and all the afternoon laces were also commonly used.
The score:
it on the floor and asked for a
Ellsworth
removed it from pocket and tried Down around the corner, where They too are decorated with inter
pencil I had none, but in a mo
ab r bh po a e
it gingerly. To my vast surprise ) some of the city's best known wags esting patterns.
ment of rashness produced a fine I found it ln perfect condition.
I foregather the car became the sub
Chamberlain. 2b 4 12 12 1
fountain pen very recently parIC Wood, lb ....... 3 2 1 10 0 0
Will Be a Credit To the
St. Orr has my best wishes for suc ject of witticisms ln which the fun
One year ago: Schooner Thomas
chased and held It out to him cess in any new line he may de loving Lawrence K. Mansfield en
j D Wood, cf ....... 4 112 0 1
State At Springfield
before I thought of the risk I was
gaged among others. Strang thing H. Lawrence, which sailed out of
Grlndle. ss ......... 4 1 14 3 0
The public is cordially invited to attend a free public
cide
to
follow
as
has
also
his
Exposition
j this port, was swept ashore near
surely taking. It happened so quick
Jordan, rf .......... 3 0 1110
brother “Bill'' who I hope will al | to do." quoth he. Closing time
showing of intensely interesting talking
ly the pen left my hand and glanc ways be able to dodge Chelms rifle j came, the store door was locked and Ipswich ln a northeast storm.—Hie
James, lf ............. 3 0 0 0 0 0
The State of Maine Building,
Smith. 3b
....... 4 0 0
0 1 0 second oldest on the Avenue of ing down I saw it between his toes bullets as successfully in the future j then Mr. Mansfield ''came to," as Samoset Indians won all of their
motion pictures on
Collier, c ............ 4 0 0 8 1 0 States at the Eastern States Expo and it was moving. Very quickly in as he has ln the past. By the way the expression goes. “My gawd!" he j nine games—Kenneth R. Spear and
exclaimed; “that's my own car. I son Richard left New York on the
Jones, p ........ ..... 10 0 1 10 sition will be "spic and span" in the same marvelous manner the “Bill'' is also a musician.
forgot I left it there." And of course Harvard Columbus expedition—
Carter, p ............ 2 110 10 readiness for the thousands of ex card was placed in my hand and
A. Jay See
in penmanship, truly better than
the boys will not say anything to “Sullivan's Flats" was to be re
Union.
Aug.
25.
position visitors who will make their
named 8chofteld-White Park in
him when Rotary meets Friday.
32 6 7 27 10 2 annual pilgrimage to Springfield. my own which I have»been many
AT .
times told is good I read:
memory of Charles Schofield and
Rockland
Mass., during the week of Sept. 15.
Chelm St. Orr
Wherever horse chestnut trees Kenneth V. White.—Mildred Ross,
ab r bh po a
A fresh coat of paint, inside and
Plattsburg. N. Y.
grow the ground was well littered 46. died at her home on the Old
Billings, ss
4 o 1 2 2
out, and complete new landscape
Route 2.
with their "fruit" after yesterday's County road.—In the Softball play
Collamore. 2b
2 0 0 0
will keep the Maine Building as at
Unique Indeed, Was This gale. Wnat has become of the per off the Amocos defeated the Drag
This he wrote on the back of
Burns, c ........
4 2 2 7
tractive as the more recently erect one of his regulation souvenir tar
At 8.00 P. M
sons who used to carry horse chest ons for the championship.—Editors
Interesting Display At
French, cf .............. 4 1 1 1
ed building of Connecticut, New gets. Showing it to other mem
nuts in their pockets as a guard of the High School Cauldron held a
Connon. lb ........ 5 0 2 10
Tenant’s Harbor
Hampshire and Vermont.
bers of the band, many expressed
banquet at Rockledge, Inn.
against rheumatism?
Annis. 3b ............ 4 0 0 0
Situated in the plot between the disbelief as to whether St. Orr did
Tenant's Harbor lived up to its
Chisholm, rf....... 4 0
Massachusetts 'Building and the this or not. even after these same reputation for community original
McNeilly, p ____ 3 2
one built by the State of Vermont disbelievers had seen performances ity last Tuesday when the Summer
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
Drinkwater. lf .... 1 0
the Maine Building fits into the of his marvellous skill.
104*105
colony on Hart's Neck staged an art
Winchenbach, lf 0 0
colonial setting of the Avenue of
Then it was suggested that I exhibit at The Aldrich Boat House.
States which now boast building request him to further au The lane leading to the Boat House
31 5 7 24 10 4
from every New England State ex tograph this target with a rifle was gay with signs depicting scenes
Struck out, by McNeilly 4. by
cept Rhode Island.
bullet. In full view of a grand I from Maine and to come. The imJones 4. by Carter 4. Base on balls,
Commissioner Washburn set the stand packed with people and in i agination of each and everyone was
oil McNeilly 1. off Jones 4. off Car
number of people that have visited
shown in the many "works of art"
ter 4. Two base hits, Burns 2.
the State of Maine Building during
; turned in—with the result that Bhe
French, Jordan, Collier. Double
the 16 years since its dedication at
Judges, Mr. and Mrs. William H.
play. Jordan to C. Wood. Sacrifice
over 3.000 000. He said he believed
In accordance with the will of the late Miss
Norris and Mrs. Bailey Aldrich had
The I. L. Snow Company, which
hits. James Burns Collamore. Scor
The North Star w’as built for the
that this year the attendance would
an admittedly difficult task.
er. M. Winchenbach.
has
the distinction of being the only Sea Trawling Corporation of Boston
set
a
record
of
2&0.000.
Lacy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21
• • • *
No names were attached to In
shipbuilding firm to be awarded a and cost approximately $145,000.
dividual exhibits and it was not un
Camden 12. Belfast 7
certificate from the American Bu The net result of the flve months*
Elm Street, Rockland* will be open to the public
The
Masonic
bodies
will
be
busy
til
the
awards
were
read
out
that
Manager Alley of the Camden
it became known who were the win reau of Shipping for building a work which has already been put in
Shells made a vigorous effort to land this week following the vacation
on Wednesday, September 4, from 10 A. M. to
ners. The prize for beauty went to Class A wooden trawler, added to its on her is a craft which will be a
a strong attraction for Sunday, but period, Rockland Lodge will meet
Mrs. Talbot Aldrich's “Mexican prestige yesterday when it sent Joy to the owners, and a source of
the best he could do was a scrub ln South Thomaston Tuesday night
2 P. M. Admission $1.00.
| Fiesta," a large wooden bowl filled
team which came down river under (tonight); Aurora Lodge in Thom
Justifiable pride to President Philip
with lemons, red tomatoes. Sum overboard the new beam trawler Smith. Manager Fred C. Oatcombe
the title of Belfast Easterns. Some aston Wednesday; King Solomon's
North
Star.
mer squash, peppers, and the leaves
of the visitors did not even possess Temple Chapter at Odd Fellows
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
A northeast gale, accompanied by and all who have contributed to the
hall. School street, Thursday night
and vermilion tips of Rosa Rugosa.
uniforms.
heavy
rain, was lashing the coast as construction in any form. $
The prize for originality was won
The Shells rolled up a command and the Council in the same hall
The hull ls built of white oak, the
Trustee
the
ceremony
took place, but the
The Commandery will
by Mrs. Ice Mallory. Her exhibit
ing lead in the early innings and Friday.
good-sized crowd of spectators did dimensions of the craft being 121
meet
in
Odd
Fellows
hall
Monday
was
labeled
“
The
Morning
’
s
Catch"
then cruised along to an easy vic
not seem a bit abashed by the feet ln length, and 23 feet on the
105-106
and showed a lonely sardine on a
tory. Orion Wadsworth was sent night. Sept. 9.
beam, with a draft of 11 feet. The
Herr is what the target looked ] big platter, surrounded by seaweed, downpour.
hardy fishermen who will go down
The
new
craft
was
ehristened
with
likr after St. Orr made his very dif a waterlogged rubber overshoe, a
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
champagne, that ceremony being to the sea in her will find ample and
ficult shot.
dejected, wrinkled half orange peel
performed by Miss Helen M O’Hara modern accommodations, and mod
and a battered, rusty tin can.
ern scientific equipment, Including
Major Talbot Aldrich won the of Boston—a daughter of one of radio telephone service, a direction
a wind that was so strong that
the
owners
—
with
all
the
grace
that
music racks of the bandsmen on prize for dleverness and well de
finder, etc., etc.
I the vaudeville platform were sev- served it. He had searched the the weather Inclemency would per
LABOR ENDORSES
The North Star has a 500 h. p.
mit.
I eral times blown over Mr. St. Orr islands for stones of unusual shape
Fairbanks-Morse diesel engine, and
The
launching
was
a
compleie
I lying on his back manipulating the and had painted them miraculously
her hold will carry 200,000 pounds
j slide action of his rifle with no into life-like seals and sea-gulls. success, and when the trawler was of fish.
towed
back
to
the
wharf
by
the
tug
aid whatever made a bullseye, one After the Judging a spirited auction
Two months hence she will be
of the finest of the many he had was held with Mrs. Wilder Wheel Sommers N. Smith It was to dis ready for her initial voyage.
I made in his 4-day exhibition.
wright of Boston as the irresistible charge a happy group of launching
So far this story has been con auctioneer. The Mary Elinor Jack- guests, albeit every member was
WE RECOMMEND TO THE WORKING PEOPLE
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
fined to facts. From now on you son Memorial Library ls the richer drenched and chilled. Lunch was
1 may "Believe It Or Not.” Some of by $22.05 and ‘‘a good time was then served ln the company's store tf I had my life to live again 1
of the Second District of Maine, that
at the shipyard, served by Mrs. Fred would have made a rule to read some
it may be true. In fact some of had by all.’’
C Oatcombe, wife of the company's poetry and listen to some music at
YOU CAST YOUR BALLOT ON SEPT. 9TH, FOR
once a week. The loee of these
manager; Mrs. Langdon Crockett, least
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin
Mrs. Ernest Oammage, Mrs. SeyMARGARET CHASE SMITH
RUTH DRAPER
I mour Cameron, Mrs. Joseph TopTHE PILGRIM WAV
Character Sketches
I ping, Mrs. Clarence Storer, Mrs. E. But once I pass this way.
For U. S. Congressman
then no more;
Oatcombe, Mrs. Berry, Mrs. Stephen And
But once, and then the Silent Door
DOROTHY FOX
HELLMUT BAERWALD
Swings on Its hinges—
I
Willis
and
the
Misses
Willis.
Soprano
Pianist
. closes—
Her intimate association with one who served labor faithAmong the launching guests from Opens
And no more
z
I
j away were: Mrs. Mary Halligan, I pass this way.
while I may.
fully is assurance of continued faithful service
! Robert H. Morse, Jr., Charles M. So
With all my might
Fauci, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Ashcraft, I will essay
(Signed) MAINE STATE FEDERATION OF LABOR,
Sweet comfort and delight
Frederick and John O’Hara, Mrs. To
4
all I meet upon the Pilgrim Way,
BENJAMIN J. DORSKY, Pres.,
Auspices of Camden Y. M. O. A.
Frances Tomasello, Leo Breau, Mrs. For no man travels twice
The Great Highway
CHAS. C. DUNTON, Secy.
Tickets at Selectmen's Office, Washington street
Mildred Johnson and Joseph P. Fa- That climbs through Darkness up to
TELEPHONE 610
ALL SEATS RESERVED
light—
molaer of Boston; Mr. and Mrs.
TICKETS 50c, $1.00, $1.50, $2.00
night
Carroll Tyler and Miss Jane Charl Through
To day.
105-108
ton of Portland.
—John Oxenhazn

WILL PLEASE BASEBALL FANS

Special Camden-Rockland Series Begins
At Community Park Wednesday Night

AURORA LODGE

JANIES CARSWELL, JR.. M. D.

420 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

The Maine Building

FREE TALKIES

LIFE IN THE ARMY”

Staged Art Exhibit

COMMUNITY BUILDING

TONIGHT. SEPTEMBER 3

IT BLEW AND POURED

But the Elements Could Not Prevent
Launching Of the Trawler North Star

ANNOUNCEMENT

MARGARET CHASE SMITH

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Wednesday, September 4

Every-Other-Day
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CUSHING

The Courier-Gazette

Boothbay Playhouse

Miss Ethel Knapp who was with
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Fogg in Hampden for several
weeks has returned home.
v
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Fogerty
and son Richard of Roslindale.
Mass, who spent a vacation at Moxie
Cove. Bristol, have been in town
visiting friends and relatives.
Richard has charge of the sound
production at WNAC and WAAB.
Tlie supper at the Grange hall
Wednesday under auspices of Girl
Scouts Robin Troop to raise money
to buy uniforms was a great suc
cess. about $29 being realized.
A party was given at the Grange
hall Thursday to honor Mrs Esther
Payson of Needham. Mass., who has
kindly liven dancing lessons to
the Girl Scouts during the Sumnfer. The evening was spent in
danclng. after which refreshments
were served. Tlie table was prettily
decorated in pink, green and
white with place cards and favors,
In a pleasing manner. Miss Mary
Orne presented to Mrs. Payson a
traveler's cosmetic kit from the
Scouts, in appreciation of her kind
ness to them during the Summer.

THREE-TIMF.S-A-WEEK

frey, and enjoyed a call on Mrs.
Alice Sampon.
Miss Helen Meservey entertained
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow re
over tlie holiday weekend Mr and turned Monday to Middletown,
Mrs. Maynard Snow of Newton, N.1 Conn. Prof. Snow will return thc
H.. and Mrs. Charles Murphy of, latter part of the week lor a fortMiddleboro. Mass.
night's stay here before taking up
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Titus have his duties for the school year.
returned to Nutley, N J., after |
-----------------spending tlie Summer at the Philip APPLETON RIDGE
\ork house.
j Mrs ElteabeUl Newbert, Mrs.
Rev. Allison Watts, formerly of Linnibel Sprowl. Mrs Esther Moody
Tenant’s Harbor, called recently on Of this place and Mrs. Elizabeth
Mrs Margaret Elwell.
: Stanley cf Bangor attended the
Miss Doris ODonnell of Newton Inspection of Rosewood Chapter,
Highlands. Muss, is visiting her O. E. S. Friday night.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Johnson Pitman ln company with
Dodge, on Spruce Head Island.
other friends returned home re
Mr. and Mrs Earle Drinkwater cently. after being on a few days’
and family have returned to South fishing trip to Eagle Lake.
Portland after several weeks' visit
Mrs. Chrystal iStanley) Penning
witli Mr. and Mrs. J B Drinkwater
ton spent last Tuesday with Mrs.
Kenneth Drinkwater will make his
home permanently with hts grand-1 kbinibel Sprowl.
parents.
I Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert and Mrs.
Mrs. Arthur Thomas has ftturned ' Elizabeth Stanley were Rockland
to Oakland after spending the' visitors last Tuesday.
Summer with Mr and Mrs. Elbert! Supt. Merle Jones was a caller
Monday at L. N. Moody's.
Burton.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence Moody
Mrs. Eugenie Godfrey and son
Joseph and Mrs. Alice Van Dc-hlen and son passed Sunday with Mr.
and son Richard spent Sunday on and Mrs. James Tozier at the vliNorth Haven with Lavon B. Ood- lage

SPRUCE HEAD

The season's attraction is being .
presented. It is an old-time com- 1
Deal courageously and the Lord
edy melodrama "Pure As the Driv- j
en Snow or A Working Girl's
shall be with the good —II Chron
Secret’’ tlie tale of a persecuted
19: II.
heroine wherein virtue triumphs
‘
over villainy!
Sargasso farmers dive to tire bot
In the spirit of the old-time
tom of the sea to cultivate and har
comedies, a peanut vendor will be
vest the sargasso plant, which is
in hand, so that the old pastime of
eating peanuts, land throwing the
used ln the manufacture of medi
shells on the floor) while watching
cines.
the show, and cracking the shells
in rhythm to cheers for the hero
and hisses for the villain will be in
force. Old-time songs such • as
may affect the Heart
Gm tr*pi>ed ln the itomarh or rullet may art like a
"After the Ball." and "Only A Bird
hair Merer on the heart At the flr»t alfn of dutreaa
In a Gilded Cage." and "A Bicycle
nurt men and women depend en Hell an.. Tablet! to
ae( ga> tree. No laxative but made of the faatestI Built For Two." will enliven the
aetln< medklnea knoau for aeld indigentloo, If the
VT&dT DOSK doesn't prove Bell ana better, return
j evening with the audience joining
huUle to ua and receive DOUBLE Money Back. 25e.
| in t jlf singing. Evt'yn Orey and
. John Allyn will do a specialty nuni,
and there will be solo by "our
, brave and manly-bcsomed hero. Lei ar.der Longfellow" who is none
i other than Frank Rossi. Marjory
1 Peggs will play the part of “Purity,
I -our chaste and chased young heroine. a working girl with a secret."
And the bold bad villain. Mortimer
Frothingham. a wolf ln auy sort of
clothing, will be played by Russell
Perham.
STONINGTON
In prolonging Its season beyond
Schools open Monday.
Labor Day, tlie Playhouse manage
Mr and Mrs. Martin Lyons have ment hopes that these who have
returned to New York City.
been tied down witli Summer busi
Mrs. John Granrud of Spring- ness and unable to take an evening
field. Mass , was recent guest of off to visit the Playhouse, will nowMrs. James McGuire.
have the time to enjoy a night of
Mr- Jennie Weymouth of Bev fun before the Summer theatre
erly is visiting here.
closes Its doers after the last curMrs. Alex Chalmers and son tin Saturday night. Sept. 7th, on
Wallace of Quincy are at the Duke its 4th and most successful season.
house.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Martineau
We hale to break up the game
and family have moved to the El GEORGES RIVER
tV
announcing
boys'
school
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Nelson of
mer Stinson licuse.
elothes so early, but listen, fel
Herbert Noyes of Portland is visi- I Thomaston. Mr and Mrs. Charles
lows . . . yoar parents would give
us the dickens if you or we were
ting tils parents Mr. and Mrs. 1 Lunden of West Rockport. Mr. and
Mrs. Eino Partinen of Bath and
late for school.
George B Noyes.
Here they are . . . the smartest
Elhna Conley is employed at the Mr. and Mrs. William Harjula ob, served their wedding anniversaries
boys' school clothes this side of
home of Mrs. Linnie Trundy.
prep school . . . and it's priced at
Mrs. Bessie Gross visited Friday , Sunday with a steamed clams and
figures that let your "Bad" say
with her sister Mrs. Susie Cousins. lobster stew dinner as guests of Mr
o. k. to the particular suit you
Mr and Mrs. Milford Collins were i and Mrs. John Holbrook of Rockset your heart on.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har I land at their cottage in Bremen.
vey Long in Bluehill.
BOYS KNICKER SUITS
Mis. Emma A. Niemi
Mrs. Ursula Billings has returned
Funeral services for Emma A.!
$10.00
from a visit in Portland.
Niemi were held Aug. 22 from her !
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Carle
and
BOYS LONGIE SUITS
j home in Thomaston. Rev. Samuel ;
daughter of Camden passed the
Nevala officiated and bearers were I
$12.00 $15.00
weekend with Harry Carle.
Mr. Hysom. John Niemi, Anselm ‘
BOYS HOCKEY SUITS
Josephine Carbcna of Bangor
’ Alio and Julius Anderson. Mrs.1
was recent guest of Laura Gross. I Niemi who had been ill for a year [
for fat boys
Patricia Fifield is attending
with a heart ailment was born ln i
$20.00
school in New Bedford.
I Finland 71 years ago. coming to [
Arlene
Hendricks
is
visiting
Mr.
BOYS LONG PANTS
i America in 1927.
and Mrs. Edward Billings.
She is Mirvlved by her husband
$2.00 to $4.00
Mr. and Mrs. Delmont Fifield of
! Charles A Niemi, and a son John
BOYS SHIRTS
New Bedford have been passing a j Era of Wareham. Maas. Another j
few days with Mr. Fifield's parents.
son died in Finland at the age of
69c, 79c. $1.00
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvanus Fifield.
17. a victim of the World War of ;
BOYS SWEATERS
Alvin Lord passed the holiday at
1918.
his home in Hermon.
$2.00 to $3.50
The many beautiful flowers exGilman Manfiail has resigned ! pressed the sorrow felt In the pass- I
from the Cushman Baking Co. and
the truck service will be taken over 1 ing of one whose gentle gracious ,
by Millard Anderson and Earl Snow. I nature made her beloved by all.!
; Interment was in Thomaston.
TEL. 294
Australian kaola bears, when sad.
The history of nickel siver. as we
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND. ME. cry until tears run down their
know it today, can be traced in an j
cheeks.
unbroken line from the Chinese
paktong of 2.009 years ago.

INDIGESTION

Stop the game,
fellows... there
goes the first bell

GREGORYS

wt.gt GOING TO

" home

''°URS
Si
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VESRS!

ft
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/

SR

ft

New deviltry to make more noise '

Big boys quite oftdn shoulder blame
In this old house and now the same
When wide awake I grasp the truth—
Phil Broughton's shingling my old
roof!
Could I but get outside to see
And look things over, as they be.'
White walls behold, replace grey shades
To stand the wear ten more decades.
'Bound timber yet,' quoth Mr.
Broughton—
And lest my builders be forgotten.
They all turned out with axe anu
saws
To work In education's cause;
Erected here amidst these rocks
From their best trees, my knowledge
box.
R-adlng. writing and sums galore
Went out In the world from this door
Four generations learning to spell.
Trooped ln when Mistress' shook that

USED

TIRES

All Kinds, Prices and Sizes
VULCANIZING

B. & H. RETREAD SERVICE
COR. MAIN & RANKIN STS.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

bell.

Refreshing!

CLARK’S ISLAND

p

SALADS

Schools open Sept. 9.
Ouy Colbath of Farmington, N.
H. was guest Thursday of Mr.
and Mrs. James Harrison.
Mrs. John McCourtie and daugh
ter Joyce of Barre. Vt., are visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. Peter McCourtie.
‘ Mrs. Mary Rowland of Wiley's
Corner Patently passed several
days with Mr. and Mrs. James
Harrison. She also visited Mr.
and Mrs. Charles E Baum and
Mrs. Jessie Williams.
William Harrison of Bloomfield.

ICED TEA

In packages and tea-bags at your grocer’s

J.

the new

OWN-ft-HOWE
SAVINGS CLUB

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

<------------------------------------------------------------->
Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home
Saving* Club.

I

Name_____

I

-

------

Street
City

iTOKELY'S

REACHES

Sliced oi
Naive,

2c*n<37c

iTOKELY'S— BARTLETT
Stele

LITTLE KNOWN FACTS ABOUT
COMMON PLACE THINGS . . .

FOR YOUR DOLLAR IN
BRUSH VALUE THAN
EVER BEFORE

RETREADING

Dark nights when these had all
tramped home.
The old Wing Schoolhouse stood ln
solitude alone "
Bel N. Grant
Appleton

PEARS
STOKELY'S

f < PRICES GIVE MORE

N. J., was weekend guest of Miss
Earth has approximately 139.Elizabeth Monaghan. He was ac ♦40,(XX) square miles of water and
companied home by Mrs. Harrison 57.510.000 square miles of land.
and daughter Barbara and Joan
Americans chew approximately
who have spent the Summer here.
86.000,000 pounds of chewing gum
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette annually.

• Have you heard about it yet? Everybody is talking
about our new Own-a-Home Savings Club and how
it makes possible the accumulation of the down pay
ment on a home, by saving as little as $ 10 a month
... 33c a day! Many families whose incomes are no
larger than yours, are going to buy or build new
homes within the next 36 to 60 months... why not
join them now? Send the coupon for your copy of
the special Club booklet—it tells you all about this
popular plan. Or ask for a copy at our offices tomor
row without obligation.

Caterpillars have more than 4.0CO
: distient muscles.

j /FULLER REDUCED

u«

OWN

THE OLD WING SCIIOOLHVl’SE
| For The Courier Gazette 1
"Lord1 What la that pounding over
head:
Am I alive, or am I dead?
For fifteen years, most folks declare
I've been unfit to house a bear
First thought. I said. “It's those big
boys

SeGsnleU. Steel 'lukituj

2

47c

RED

PIE CHERRIES

2 SM 27c

WHITE HOUSE

STOKELY'S

ORANGE JUICE
STOKELY'S

PEAS

2 8%19c

1 POUND
ECONOMY
PACKAGE

COFFEE

Parly

Extra Small

2

CANS

35c

STOKELY'S -Large

TOMATO JUICE

23<

2 «« 41c

QUAKER OATS
QUICK OR SLOW

STOKELY'S—Mixed
TALL
CANS

VEGETABLES

The Fuller

19c

LARGE

25c

PACKAGE

STOKELY'S

CORN

Brush Dealer

the

GE I7«

COB

CAN

GOOD LUCK

STOKELY’S—Round Cut

GREEN BEANS2c°n* 25c

Brings You Brush Bargains!

JAR RUBBERS

STOKELY'S—Fancy Whole

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING PLAYS AN
EXTREMELY IMPORTANT ROLE IN AIR
CRAFT, OIL REFINING. ANO ALL KINDS
OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES.

Think of it! You can now buy the famous Fuller Brushes ot almost
half of what you formerly paid for them.
These substantial savings are made possible by greatly increased
production. The public gets the benefit of lower prices because
it is the Fuller policy to sell at the lowest price consistent with
Fuller quality.

THOUSANDS OF TEARS AGO MAM WAS
USING HOLLOW REEDS AS BIOW-GUHB.
BAMBOO JOINTS AS WATER BUCKETS AND
PIPING WATER THROUOM HOLLOW LOGS.

TOMATOES

2

CANS

PACKAGES

27c

(36 Rubber.)
=*t=

AMBROSIA COOKING CHOCOLATE

<A«s

19c

2^ 13c

THREE CROW BAKING SODA

Fuller Brushes are designed by experts, made of the finest materials-and distributed direct to the home by the Fuller Brush
Dealer — an independent business man in his own home town.

2

I<«
19«

THREE CROW CREAM TARTAR

PKG8

f 3c

DON'T MISS THESE TWO GREAT VALUES

FAMOUS FULLER
SHOWER BRUSH
regular price

*250

SEEDLESS RAISINS 2 kgs 17c

|
,

THE FIRST DEMAND FOR IRON TUBES OF
ANY KIND WAS CREATED BT THE INVEN
TION OF THE FLINT LOCK GUN IN 1640.

NOW q99

hr/ - /

fa v -

IT WOULD BE IMPOSSIBLE TO OPERATE
MODERN AUTOMOBILES AND AIRPLANES
WITHOUT THE SERVICES OF HIGH TEM*
PERATURE SEAMLESS STEEL REFINERY
TUBES.

(xnn

DRY MOP ? |Z9
regular price *1.49

FLORIAN L. CLARK
LOCAL DEALER
93 LIMEROC K ST,
ROCKLAND

THE INTRODUCTION OF GAS LIGHTS
CREATED A DEMAND FOR IRON TUBING
IN THS FORM OF PIPE FOR GAS SUPPLY

THE 8ICTCLE BOOM OF THE •GAT GO'S*
CREATED A GREAT DEMAND FOR SEAM*
LESS STEEL TUBING AND BROUGHT NEW
MANUFACTURING METHODS INTO EX*
ISTENCE.
________

"•

LAUHDERABLE

Sunshine

SUN MAID—Fancy

TEL. 431-W

|

THE STEEL AND TUBE DIVISION OF THE
TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING COMPANY.
CANTON. OHIO. HAS BEEN INSTRUMENTAL
IN DEVELOPING THE SEAMLESS STEEL
TUBING THAT IS CAPABLE OF WITH*
STANDING THE TREMENDOUSLY-HIGH
PRESSURES AND TEMPERATURES AT
WHICH MODERN GASOLINES ARE MADE.

CREAM LUNCH
• SERVE WITH MILK-

NATION-WIDE

TOILET PAPER 5’B23<

SMEAM • SALADS- (HOWOUS

[the IDtAL CKACKIR FOR THE KIDOlES' IUNCH »»o.

21

NATION-WIDE

BAKING POWDER
CHIPSO

1 LB

NONE BETTER

CAN

GRANULES

P and G SOAP
LUX FLAKES

(WHITE)

j

,

SMALL
PKGS

1 5c

2

pkgs

39c

4

BARS

15c

19c

PKG

2f

C

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 3,1940

TALK OF THE TOWN

Tlie Community Sweet Shop will
close next Sunday.
At Feyler's Sunday was landed
1000 pounds of mixed fish from the
Mishawaka.

&
Sept. 3 Wnrren—Schools re-open.
Sept. 3—Union—Schools re-open.
Sept. 4 — Camden
Ruth Draper.
Dorothy Pox, and Hellmut Baerwald
(YMC A Benefit) at Opera House.
Sept. 3—Union Special meeting of
Woman's Community ciuh.
Sept. 5—Reunion of the class of 18S1,
Rockland High School, at Crescent
Beach Inn.
Sept. 7—Knox Pomona Orange meets
ln Appleton.
Sept. 8—Services resumed at the
Congregational Church.
Sept 10—City schools open.
Sept. 10 Miriam Rebekah Lodge fair
at Odd Fellows hall.
Sept. 13 Educational Club meets
with Mrs Rose B Hupper, Tenants
Harbor
Sept. IS-Donut Day at the World's
Pair

REUNIONS
Sept. 7—Whitmore Family: At home
of Mr. and Mrs W J Bryant. Union
Common; If stormy, following Mon
day.

Opportunity Class will meet
Thursday evening at the home of
Mrs. Charlotte Kaler, Leland street.

You
can't
convince
Robert
iBobby) Brewer that Wind-or Fair
isn't the real cheese. Won $168
on the daily double.
Due to the absence of Rev. Cor
win H. Olds, the Congregational
Church will remain closed, until
Sept. 29.

Overtime narkers in restricted
areas paid $101.60 into police de
partment coffers during tlie month
of August. Some objections are
raised against the new regulations,
but by far the greater comment is
favorable.

Miss Priscilla Robinson of Isle au
Haut .a waitress at the Copper
Kettle, is off duty, possibly for two
months, because of a broken collar
bone and other injuries received in
a recent automobile accident.

S. L. Cullen's cottage at Cooper's
Beach will be the gathering place
for the Knox County Camera Club
tomorrow night. Supper will be
served at 645. This meeting will
be of special interest to the mem
bers. as the new colored movie film,
"Knox County on Parade" will be
shown.
There will be a meeting Thurs
day at 7.30 p. m. in the Court
House to organize a Knox County
Young Republicans Club. A rep
resentation from each town in the
county has been invited to attend
this meeting and it is sincerely
hoped that Roekland will do its
share in attendance. Co-operation
is needed.

Awnings, large or small, hammock
tops, chair backs and seats, boat
covers. All sorts of canvas work.
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W,
16 Willow St.
73-tf

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Matinees Dally at 2.30
Sundays at 3
Evenings at 7 & 9

TODAY—TUESDAY, SEPT. 3

We are privileged to offer
A Special Holiday Attraction
One of the first showings of
Columbia’s newest comedy hit
LORETTA YOUNG
MELVYN DOUGLAS
in

“HE STAYED
FOR BREAKFAST”
with
Eugene Pallette. Alan llarshall

Also the outstanding
Warner Brothers' featurette

“YOUNG AMERICA
FLIES”
Produced in full co-operation
with the Civil Aeronautics
authority
WEDNESDAY ONLY. SEPT. 1
By popular request we again
present
RAIMU
the great French character actor

ln

“THE BAKER’S WIFE”
Femme Du Boulanger”
French language film
English titles by John Erskine
"La

THURS.-FRI.. SEPT. 5-6
> MYRNA LOY, WM. POWELL
In MGM s screen version of the
novel by Octavus Roy Cohen

“I LOVE YOU AGAIN”
with
Frank Mcllugh, Edmund Lowe,
and Carl ' Alfalfa'’ Switzer
Coming: "Boom Town," "When

the

Daltons

Rode,”

Sea

"The

Hawk."

AN IMPERISHABLE MEMORIAL

Our Trade Policy
Sharply Attacked By Cong.
Brewster At Repub
lican Rally

Softball games for the remainder
of the season will begin at 6 o’clock,
“Any settlement of any character
starting tonight.
in Europe means a devastating
trade war on the United States for
A British Columbia car celebrated which we are utterly unprepaerd,”
Labor Day by passing through Representative Ralph O. Brewster
Rockland.
asserted in a speech at a Republi
can rally at Boothbay Harbor Sat
Mrs. Helena M. Coltart, clerk to urday night in which he denounced
the Knox Register of Deeds is hav the New Deals reciprocal trade
ing a fortnight’s vacation. Mrs. agreements program.
Elmer Joyce is substituting.
The rally was under the auspices
of J. Blenn Perkins, Jr., Lincoln
Lewis Coltart is moving from 171 county member of the state Re
South Main street to tlie house on publican committee.
Pleasant street recently vacated by
Brewster said in part:
Lester B Plummer.
“The recognition by the opposi
Miss
Gwendolyn
MacDonald tion in the State of Maine that re
goes this week to Bridgton where ciprocal trade agreements are very
she has a teaching position. She bad for Maine leaves’ the only issue
has been in Bar Harbor during the the question of how most quickly
to get rid of them.
Summer.
"Certaily reciprocal trade agree
Tlie Kiwanis Club celebrated La ments are not going to be ended by
bor Day by having its usual meet sending to Washington men who
ing and welcomed as guest speaker are chaining themselves to the
a brother Kiwanian, Harold Rob chariot of the New Deal.
inson, who is vice president of the
“The fishing interests along the
Bangor Club.
entire coast of Maine faced de
struction under the so-called New
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will re foundland deal’ negotiated with
sume meetings at 7.30 Thursday tlie assistance of all the powers
night after the Summer vacation. that be in the executive depart
Several important business matters ments.
are planned to take place at tills
"It was only the most vigorous
session.
battle
by
Republicans
from
The Farnsworth homestead at 21 Maine in Washington that exposed
Elm street, will be open to the pub this utterly un-American arrange
lic tomorrow. This event takes ment and accomplished action by
place quarterly under the provisions Congress on a bill sponsored by a
of the will of the late Lucy C. Malnp Republican representative to
make this 'deal' illegal and impos
Farnsworth.
sible.
Manager Jaseph Dondis, who has
"Maine fishermen are not likely
recently returned from Beth Israel to be deceived. They know too
Hospital in Baston was down town well the story of how their inter
Saturday for the first time since he ests are still being sacrificed to
was compelled to relinquish his du serve the free trade theories of
ties on account of ill health. His those who are now in power.
condition shows considerable im
"The same situation prevails on
provement.
almost all the products of the State
of Maine. Tariffs have been cut
Tlie last picnic of the season for on almost all the products of our
Winslow-Holbrook Unit A.LA. will farms, our fisheries, our factories
be held at the Crescent Beach cot and our forests in spite of the
tage of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Ed solem pledge that this would not
wards. Wednesday. Members of the be done.
Post are invited Take picnic lunch
"Any settlement of any charac
and cups; coffee will be served by ter in Europe means a devastating
the hosts.
trade war on the United States for
which we art utterly unprepared.
Tlie monthly report of fish
"America must prepare on every
brought into Maine ports during the front for whatever kind of a world
month of July shows a total value may emerge from this holocaust.
of $340,550.. Lobsters headed the Defense is now a many-sided thing
list, 690,288 pounds being valued at and involves both armaments and
$103,543. Next in order were had trade policies.
dock, $59,599; and herring, $50,519.
"Lowering trade barriers is not
the way to meet the totalitarian
The Gallup poll, conducted espe
menace that is aborad in the world
cially for Maine, which has its elec
today. America must raise, not
tion next Monday shows that Sew- lower, its guard."
all, Republican candidate for Gov
ernor, has 72 percent and Redman,
; Democrat 28 percent. Brewster, ReSupper in the Cushing town hall
I publicans candidate for U. S Sena- Wednesday night at 6. Miss Cora
I tor has 66 percent and Brann, his Fcgerty is housekeeper.
i opponent has 34. Sixteen percent
o4 the voters said they had not
The colorful display of northern
made up their minds.
lights attracted the attention of
holiday travelers last night.
1 A truck owned by the Matlnicus
i Lohster Company overturned near
Rockland High School class of
the Union bridge Saturday fore 1913 holds its first reunion Wednes
noon when the driver turned out day night, at Beach Inn. Lincoln
to avoid collision with another car. ville at 7 o'clock. Wives and hus
The driver had a double surprise bands of members are invited. •
when he found his truck heading
The entertainers at tomorrow's
in the direction whence it had
come, and when he learned that he meeting of the Rockland Lions Club
will be Marion and Bernadine, vo
had not been seriously injured.
cal and instrumental artists.
Miss Bertha McIntosh has re
The Junior Ladies' Aid and fami
turned from Damariscotta where
ihe has been filling an engagement lies of the Methodist Church are
as vocal soloist with the Damari having a picnic Wednesday night
scotta Band during the fair. Fri at Spruce Head, weather permitting.
day night, she was vocal soloist
The Rockport Farm Bureau will
with the Waldoboro Band at a lawn
party and again Saturday night as meet with Mrs. Hester Chase
soloist at Boothbay Harbor Opera Thursday at Beech Hill Farm for
House at a Republican rally, whose an all day session. Members please
speakers were Representatives Luce, take dishes and silver.
and Brewster and Margaret Chose
Smith.

Rockland caught the tail end of
the much advertised hurricane,
which caused folks down the coast
to temporarily abandon their sea- J
side homes. It came in the form '
of high winds, high tides and a i
heavy rain—lasting briefly, however,'
and Old Sol was again on the job
at 2.30. a bit too late to allow for
baseball and other outdoor events
which had been planned. The
ground was left strewn with foliage
and broken limbs—but no other
casualties.
BORN
Curt's—At Rockland. Aug 30. to Mr
and Mrs. Chester C. Curtis, a son—
Charles Colby.
Hollowell At Augusta City Hospital.
Aug 27. to Mr and Mrs Chauncey
Hollowell of West Washington, a
daughter.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
BM. 781-1 «r 781-11
11B-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MR.
119-tf

CARD OF THANKS
Expressing our deepest appreciation
I and gratitude for the many acts of
kindness shown us In the rerent loss
of our husband and father. To those
who performed these acts, sent flowers
and helped m any way, we extend our
sincere thanks.
Mrs Charles D. Sylvester. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles II. D, Sylvester.
Friendship.

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

V HFNRYKWP'
w;<ynatb»

. v- ,i. nASKtNUTDh
V: < AMMUftCJS
or unum
LOST nWKO«‘
oiowcsm MiTLW
TOFAAOMnf 0CVTJK

FEYLER’S, INCORPORATED

I. H

<.& H

To commemorate the gallant deed of Gen. Henry Knox in the winter
of 1775-76. when he delivered to Gen. George Washington at Cambridge the
train of artillery which hr had brought all the way from Fort Ticon
deroga in New York, there is erected on that historic spot the bronze tab
let shown above. The picture was made alid sent lo this paper by George
E. Smith of Norfolk, Mass.

ever had operated a business of his
own or met a payroll, of which fact
apparently they were very proud.
Former Rockland Man
The proverbial "drunken sailor"
Sets Forth Political Situ had nothing on them in the manner
ation Clearly and Vividly in which they dissipated the wealth
of the nation and built up a colos------- sal debt. The more crazy the boonEditor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Tlie principal reason (the Euro- | doglT.g suggestions, the more qi ickpean Wari advanced by those who i ly they were snapped up. They
favor another four-year term in ranged from building roads from
the White House for Mr. Roosevelt, ’ nowhere to nowhere to a ship canal
is one. above all others, that should , across Fioirda. which no shipping
induce the people to retire him to Interests wanted, to harnessing the
his lordly estate on the banks of Pas.-amquida Tides in Maine, a
STATE OF MAINE
the Hudson. No one can overesti State that already had natural wa
ter
power
in
its
rivers
sufficient
to
I
mate the seriousness of the prob- !
List of Candidates to be voted for at the State Election, September 9, 1940, in
lems facing America arising from . generate electricity to operate all (
KNOX COUNTY
that conflict. To meet and solve the machinery in New England.
Penalty
for
wilfully
defacing,
tearing
down or destroying a list of candidates or a
In
addition
to
doubling
the
naj
these problems will require a lead
ership having qualifications which tional debt, this Administration has
specimen ballot, fjve |0 one hundred dollars fine.
are woefully lacking in the man expends) more than sixty billion
dollars. Some idea of the magni- |
who personifies the New Deal.
FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of State.
For nearly eight years tlie coun tude of this enormous sum may be j
try lias suffered from disruption of visualized when it ls known that
the policies which made America had $1.00 been laid aside every
the richest and most powerful na- ' minute since Christ was born only
tion in the world. Policies which 1 about one billion dollars would j
gave every man an opportunity to have been accumulated. In spite of i
profit from his own ability and ef thc threatening European condi
fort, thereby developing free busi tions. about which the President
ness enterprise to an extent never was in a position to know, no money i
before known. In this development of consequence was expended to put
labor shared abundantly, the aver the Country in a state of prepared- I
age family enjoying comforts and ness to meet eventualities General
luxuries far in excess of anything Johnson, as long ago as the NRA
heretofore known.
days, and many times since (as will
The universal depression, a di-1 as others!, pointed out the urgent 1
rect result of The World War, was' need of such preparation. Today,
shared by this Country. In due! in our military maneuvers, milk
course it would have been followed
by normal times, as have other pre
vious depressions, if normal prodancing
ceseas had been permitted to op
erate. However, Mr. Roosevelt and
Every Wed.
his starry-eyed men decided that j
the "horse and buggy" methods
For United States Senator
For United States Senator
were passe; that Waste and Loaf
For United States Senator
GLEN
ing were the fair-haired bovs to
IEWIS OORDON. Madison Q
RALPH O BREWSTER, Dexter Q
IGUIS J. BRANN. Lewiston Q
take the place of Thrift and Labor.
Music
By
They evolved the theory that the
□
□
□
more money the Country wasted the ,
HAL
’
S
RIIYTHMAIRES
For
Governor
better off it would be. Probably
For Governor
For Governor
this brilliant idea arose in the
HEIEN E KNUDSEN, Oray Q
DOOR PRIZE
SUMNER SEWALL, Bath
□ FULTON J. REDMAN,
minds of Mr. Roosevelt and his J
97Ttf
Bar Harbor Q
Brain Trust because none of them
□
□
For Representative to Congress

Esten Porter’s View

KNOX COUNTY

IJST OF CANDIDATES

j#
—/Bv

0

{

Jl

COMMUNIST

REPUBLICAN

DEMOCRATIC

MARGARET CHASE SMITH,
Skowhegan Q

For Representative to Congress

C0VE

STATE OF MAINE

Referendum Questions to be Voted Upon Sept. 9, 1940
Penalty for wilfully defacing, tearing down, removing or destroying an
official list of questions submitted to the electors, or a specimen ballot.
FIVE TO ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS.
•
FREDERICK ROBIE, Secretary of State.

NO

YES

□

EDWARD J. BEAUCHAMP,
Iiewiston Q
□

For State Senator

ALBERT B. ELI JOT,
Thomaston Q

□

For State Senator

SCOTT F. KITTREDGE,
South Thomaston [Qj
□

QUESTION NO. 1

For Judge of Probate

“Shall state stores for the salr of liquor be operated by permission of the
state liquor commission in this city or town?”

HARRY E. WILBUR, Rockland [J

For Judge of Probate

□
YES

NO

Drugs Of Quality

QUESTION NO. 2

They Are the Only Kind That Are
Safe For Little Babies
and Grown-ups
They're the Only Kind That We
Dispense

"Shall licenses be granted in this city or town under regulation of the
state liquor rommission for the sale therein of wine and spirits to hr
consumed on the premises?”

That's Why We've Become a
Family Institution

David L. McCarty
Registered Druggist
RANKIN BLOCK, ROCKLAND

□

For Clerk of Courts

MELTON M. GRIFFIN,
Rockland QI

F'or Clerk of Courts

□

YES

NO

QUESTION NO. 3
"Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale therein of
malt liquor (beer, ale and other matt beverages), to be consumed on
thc premises?”

For Sheriff

YES

NO

QUESTION NO. 4

Questions 1, 2. 3 and 4 are prepared pursuant to Chapter 157 of the
Public Laws of 1935 as amended by Chapter 177 of tlie Public Law , of
1939.

□
F'or Sheriff

C EAR1E LUDWTCK, Rockland Q

□

□

□

For County Attorney

“Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale (herein of
malt liquor (beer, ale and oilier malt beverages) not to be consumed
on the premises?”

DIED
Messer At Thomaston. Sept. 1. Her
bert E Messer, aged 72 years. 6 months
13 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2
o’clock from Methodist Church, Union.
Burial ln Lakeview cemetery.
Iloffses—At Waldoboro. Sept 2. Wil
liam D., aged 67 years. Funeral from
home In Waldoboro Wednesday at 2
p m. Interment at Sweetland ceme
tery.

trucks personify tanks and stove' need for such a man was clearly up to place America once more on
pipes indicate machine guns.
shown by the spontaneous man her road to safety and prosperity.
The “pump priming" was used* ner In which he was nominated.
E. W. Porter
largely to build up a political ma Contrast this action with the ma ZNew York. August 29.
chine which lias been used in a most (
chine manipulation of the Chicago
advantageous manner to influence
votes where it would do the New Convention—the most barb-faced
Deal the most good. This .onsti- bass-controlled nomination in the
tutes one of the most shameful uses history of American politics. Mr.
WATER PIPES RENEWED
of the taxpayers’ money in the his Roosevelts claim that he was
AND WIRED OUT
tory of American politics. Tliase
NEW SEWERS LAID
"drafted,"
again?t
hts
real
desire,
on the Federal, relief payroll were :
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
told in 1938 by Aubrey Williams to fools no one. All evidence points
PLUGGED
vote “to keep our friends in power." j to a long and deliberate piannng
SEPTIC TANKS & CESSPOOLS
AND CEMENT WORK
Thc inability of business to re to bring about this result.
REPAIR CELLAR WALL8
Not since tlie War between tlie
cover under these conditions and
the other lighting influences cf States has the country been con
the Administration, is a natural fronted with so serious a condition
consequence. A change that will As Lincoln came forth to save the
TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
permit business to function ir. a Union, so Willkie has been laised
normal Manner must be made. This
is essential if production of supplies
and equipment adequate for the
needs of the present emergency are
Trustee’s Sale In Bankruptcy At Public Auction
to be forthcoming. Also, tlie reve
nue necessary lo meet tlie expense
Real Estate, Machinery and Office Equipment
of such equipment can come only
from a revival of business and the ‘
—OF—
employment of men in industry.
The New Deal declares there are
no more "business frontiers," that
(WHOLESALE F1SII)
we have reached the limits of bust- [
34-40 TILLSON AVENUE, ROCKLAND, MAINE
ness expansion. Tills defeatist at
titude must give way to one of a 1
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4. 1940
more inspiring nature, to a belief
I ’OO NOON (I). 8. T.)
that America’s future Is not behind
REAL ESTATE: 2 Story Building on a wharf on 34-40 Tillson
her but before her; that we are
Avenue. Rockland. Maine.
capable of a greater development
MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT: Lobster Tanks, Galvanized
than any we have known. A leader
Iron Lined Fish Cleaning. Display Cases, Fish Butts, Presses,
is needed who has faith that this
Molasses Barrels, X-ray Tallies, Cutting Table. Scraping Table.
country can not only meet and over
All New Wiring Wagner No, IG3578 Transformer including
come the present emergency, but
switches, etc. Craftsman Saw and 1-3 II. P. Motor, Heating
through the toil, sacrifice, thrift
Equipment Furnaee, 2 Herman Nelson Blowers, Burke Pump and
and intelligent application, recov
33 II. I*. Motor, Gould Pump and Motor. Freezer Pans, Electric
lee Grinders, motor driven; Halibut Knife, Buck Saw, Wright
er our last initiative and go on to
Eleitrie Hoist. Electric Serapers, Motor Conveyer, Time Clocks,
greater heights than America has
Etc.
thus far attained.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT: National Cash Register, Ideal No. 2
Such a man Ls Wendell L. Willkie.
Stencil Machine, Burroughs Cash Register, Royal Typewriter,
His efforts will unite and give pur
Bookkeeping Machine (Burroughs).
pose to a^disunited people. He will
G. M. C. Truck 1934, I1.. Ton; 1939 Mack Truck, 1 Ton, with
dissipate tlie thought so assiduously
Freezer Body.
cultivated by the New Dealers, that
SALE BV ORDER OF MAYO S. I.EVENSON, Trustee
tlie interests of Capital and Labor
97 Exchange Street, Portland, Maine
j are necessarily antagonistic. He
SAI I si It.lK I IO (ONFIRMATION BY THE COURT
will command respect and obtain
TERMS OF SALE: CASH OR CERTIFIED CHECK
the co-operation of both classes. He
j will get tilings done. He has the
AARON KROCK CORP., Auctioneers
qualifications, the experience and
602 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE
the spirit to accomplish.
That the country is awake to tlie

Those in favor of any. or all. of the following proposed questions will
place a cross (X) in each, or any. of the squares marked “YES” devoted
to tlie question, or questions, for which they desire to vote; those opposed
will place a cross (X) in the opposite square or squares marked "No."

MARRIED
Sappington-Duncan At North Haven
Aug 31. Dr Thomas A Sappington of
i Thomaston. Ga.. and Miss Alma Phyl| Ils Duncan of North Haven.—By Rev
1 Henry P. Huse.
Demmons-Mank—At Rockland Aug
j 31. Carroll V. Demmons of Rockland
and Anita K Mank of Northport. By
Rev Guy Wilson
Cunningham-Grav — At Rockland.
Sept. 1. Bertrand L Cunningham of
Searsmont and Shirley L Gray of
Rockland —By Rev. Guy Wilson

Page Three

For County Altornry

STUART C. BURGESS,
Rockland Q]

□

□

□
For County Commissioner
For County Commissioner

CLARENCE LEONARD. Union Q

.□
□

□

NO

YES

□

* Ambulancp Service

Shall the law enacted by the 1939 Legislature entitled “An Act Relating
to Elections in thc City of Biddeford" be ratified?”
YES
NO

i
RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
» CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. <82
ROCKLAND. ME.
N-tf

QUESTION NO. 5

QUESTION NO. 6

Shall the law enacted by thc 1939 Legislature entitled “An Aet to Pro
vide a Police Commission for the City of Biddeford” be ratified?
\
-------------

Questions 5 and 6 are prepared pursuant to petitions for Referendum
and Proclamation of the Governor in reference to same.

For Representatives to the
Legislature

ALBERT C. JONES Rockland
CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR,
Rockland
WILLIAM T. SMITH, Thomaston
ELBERT L. STARRETT, Warren
LIGYD F. CROCKETT.
North Haven
CHARLES P. DWINAL, Camden

For Representatives lo the
Legislature

I.AURENCE J. HAMLIN, Rockland
PHILIP HOWARD, Rockland
NELSON SPEAR. Cushing
WILLIAM F. COOK, St. George
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Pane Foui*

WALDOBORO

Lakewood Theatre

WARREN

GREATEST BAND

AT

EXPOSITION

Only a few more opportunities re
ft ft ftft
main to see Oeorge Kelly's comedy
ALENA
L. STARRETT
MRS. LOUISE ArTltTJa
hit, “The Show-Off with Don
Oorrespondeat
Correspondent
Terry in the principal role. The
ftftftft
ft ft ft A
story concerns the Fisher family,
Td •
Tel. 27
an average, hard-wofking, Ameri
can family, whose peaceful, harmo
Guest speaker at the meeting of
Mrs. George Brown and daugh- ! nious life is distressingly upset by
the Woman's Club Thursday will
ter lsobel and Everett Welt of ’
be Mrs. Henry Webb, librarian of
Brookline. Mass., passed the week- j
Wiscasset library, who will speak
end with their parents Mr. and
on "Books." Subject of the evening
Mrs. Osborne Welt.
meeting will be "Book Review." with
Miss Dorothea Waltz returns to- j
Mrs. Eleanor Pipkin, chairman of
day to Newburyport after spend
the program. Hostesses will include
ing the Summer at her home here. '
Mrs. Helen Borneman. Mrs. Mar
Milton Chapman of Bangor i
jorie Spear, Mrs, Mildred Starrett
spent the weekend at his home j
and Mrs. Ada Spear. Mrs. Webb,
here.
who has spoken before at the club,
Everett Achorn of Worcester.
is looked forward to with much
Mass., passed the holiday week
pleasure.
end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Emma Norwood, Mrs. Mar
Alva
Achorn.
Miss
Maxine ;
garet Sawyer. Miss Evelyn Sawyer,
Achorn who had been his guest in '
and Mrs. Marjorie Kenniston were
Worcester returned to her home j
guests
Wednesday of Mrs. Clarence
with him.
H. Adams and Mrs. Ralph Pike in
Mrs. Arnold Simmons, daughter
Ogunquit.
June and son Roger have returned
Mrs, Florence Torrey returned
to Waterville after a visit with Mr.
Saturday to Franklin. Mass., after
and Mrs. Guy Waltz.
a week's visit at the home of her
Mrs. Raymond Phipps
and
sister, Mrs. Curtis C. Starrett.
daughter Beverly have returned
from a visit with her brother in
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills and
Staffordville, Conn.
daughter Joyce, and Mtss Elizabeth
Dudley Hovey of Newtonville.
Don Terry
Kenniston were recent guests of
Mass., passed the weekend with
Mrs. Willard Dart and Mrs. Ann
TENANT’S HARBOR
hls family here. On return home the intrusion of Aubrey Piper, the Lincoln at Dynamite Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Royden Kirk of |
Monday he was accompanied by boistrous, blustering, unsquelchMrs. May Starrett has returned Medford Hillside, Mass , called on
Mrs. Hovey, Miss Virginia and able "show-ofT*
to Portland after a vacation of sev- j relatives in town Saturday, enroute i
Dudley who had spent the Sum
As the 542d production of Lake eral weeks spent with relatives in j to Casco, where they will visit Mr.
mer at Martin's Point and at their wood's fortieth season, the Lakethis town.
Kirk s sister.
Olidden street home.
wood Players will present, through
The Baptist Women's Mission
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Hooper of
Mrs. ► F. Clark of Weymouth. the week of Sept. 9 "In Love With
Mass., has been guest the past Love" the charming, romantic Circle will meet Wednesday after- Malden. Mass., were weekend guests
: noon at the Montgomery rooms for of their parents in Waliston and
week of Mr. and Mrs. Amos comedy by Vincent LawTence.
| work.
Martinsrille.
Achorn and Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
The prices for these attractions
Wentworth.
Mr and Mrs. Thomas Lockwood.
will be the regular Lakewood prices i Mrs. Harold Overlock will resume
Charles Rowe. Jr., of Boston is maintained before the Drama Fes- her teaching duties Tuesday in Miss Margaret Lockwood and Mel
visitirg hls parents Mr. and Mrs. i rival, of 75 cents and $1.10 includ , Nobleboro.
vin Long of Paulboro N. J., were
Charles Rowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Watts of guests for two weeks of Frank Mor
ing tax.
Miss Kathleen Scott of Bruns
1 Somerville, Mass., were weekend ris. While here the Lockwoods and
wick is visiting her parents, Mr.
chants. In the evening Mrs. Watts and holida.v guests of Mr. and Mrs. Morrises motored to Cadillac Moun
and Mrs. Arthur Scott.
tain.
presented her class in a musical Arthur Starrett, and Fred Watts.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cunning
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Watts
' program entitled "For the Love of
SOUTH THOMASTON
! Music.” She was assisted by Mrs. ham had as holiday weekend visitors and daughter have returned from a
Tlie Fair held recently by the Frances Norton. Spalding Hodson Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm J. Hill of week's visit in Port Clyde.
Wessaweskeag Grange and Metho gave two numbers on the violin. i Brockton. Mass.
Herbert Davis of New York State
dist Church was a success In every "Legend." by Bohn, and "The Hun
Mr and Mrs. Thomas O. Dougan is spending a vacation at the home
way, $102 being settled. Tlie sup garian Dance No. 5 by Brahms His of Gilbertville. Mass., were weekend of the late Clara Davis on the hill.
per netted $39 and fed scores. accompanist was Mrs. Lizette Em guests of John Connell and Mr. and
Miss Dyer of Mattawamkeag and
Among the attractions was a "grab" ery of Rockland.
Mrs. Michael Halligan.
niece were recent guests of Mrs.
booth t charge of Mrs. Eva Sleeper
Mr. and Mrs. McCausland of Mas
Frank A. Winslow, associate edi Perley MiUer.
which was popular with the young sachusetts are guests of Mrs. Mc tor of The Courier-Gazette will
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Beal and
folks and was made possible by Causland's sister Mrs. Bertha Han speak Thursday night at the Bap
daughter of Claremont. N. H„ visi
the generous gifts of Rockland mer- ley.
tist Men's Forum, which will resume ted relatives In town last weekend.
its meetings after a Summer recess.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Smith and
Supper at 6 o'clock will precede the daughter Arlene returned to West
Barked by rharming Muriel Angelus. Brian Donlevy delivers himself
J meeting.
Somerville, Mass., having been
Friends here have received word guests ofo Mrs. Smiths mother, of an election promise in this scene from Paramount's “The Great
of the birth Aug. 19 at Mattawam- Mrs. Emma Torrey the past few McGinty.” Akim Tamiroff is also prominently cast.
: keag. of a daughter. Frances weeks.
But Twice More For 1940—Sunday. Sept. 8
I Myrna. to Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Mr. and Mrs. OranviUe Bachelder
and Sunday, Sept. 15
! Hooper of Portland.
of Martinsville were extended the
Mrs. Olive Fales will entertain the right hand of fellowship by Rev.
Sewing Circle of Oood WUl Orange Byrd Springer at the communion
Wednesday at an all-day meeting. service Sunday night, having af
filiated with the Harbor Church by
letter. Mr. and Mrs. Bachelder
were given a warm welcome at the
close of the service by members of
the ohurch and its new pastor.

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS

HOUSE tor sale or to let. near new
factory Inquire 14 BAY VIEW SQ

los-107 I WANTED To buy best 1930-31 Model
LAYINO pullet* for sale
HENRY A Ford coupe or coach for spot cash.
WAISANEN RFD 2, Waldoboro. Tel Write MJ. H. ' care courler-Oazet *e
Warren 5-4.
108-108 ________________________________ 105*106
USED rifles and shot guns, bought
LARGE double lot of land on busy
R- E NUTT Bhoe Store.
corner ln city for sale Price right. or traded
Ideal for service station or garage 436 M>ln St . City____________ 104-106
Write "8 W J.” for details, care Cou
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
rter Gazette.___________________ 105-106 called for and delivered T J FLEMITNO
19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W 98* 103-tf
-"l5 ACRES shore property for aale.
with small wood lot on Cushing Rd
Price 1250
E. L MILLS. Thoma-ton
_________________________________ 106* lt
COTTAGE for «ale Upper Meguntlc ok L-ike Four rooms Bargain T.
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
ANDERSON. 215 Rankin St.. Tel 365-J
105-106 MASON3C STV City_____________ 104*106
____________________________
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St Tel.
Ft W Tree fancy Hampshire lamb
rams for sale, out of our largest sheep. 579-W MRS FIORA COLLINS 103-tf
f’2 to <20 Exhibited at Union Fair
ISHED apt to let. heat, lights,
A' o few breed!m Rheen priced ver,' 1 and water. 2 rooms and bath. $5 week
I cheao ROSE HILL FARM Owls Head FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St . Tel 330
Tel 232-R______________________ 106-111 ; _________________________________ 105-tf
DINING-room set. Coldspot electric | SMALL furnished house, five rooms,
refrigerator. Franklin stove, metal bed. flu-h toilet and lights, central loca
=nrlng and mattress for sale. TEL tion TEL 301-J.
106-106
301-J.___________________________ 106 106 ,
HCUFE to let at Owls Head
Very
NEW milch Guernsey cow and calf I reasonable to right party TEL. 292 R
for sale, five years old. WM DONO ‘ ________________________________ 107-111
EUE. Heal-cf-the-Bav
106*107
TWO small apartments to let at 32
20-WINDOWS and frames for snle. i Lisle St.. heat, lights and water fur
secondhand doors 1 large safe. Reo nished. CALL 1178.____________ 106-108
engine 1930 . 5 tires and tubes size
SIX-room hou-e to let at 180 South
18x650-6 ply All articles ln good con
TEL 526 M_____
106 108
dition; 4-room cottage, upper Megun Main St
ticook Lake T ANDERSON. 215 Ran
NICELY furnished front room to let
kin St.. Tel 365-J
106 108 . cn floor with bath with light house
TEL. 114-W
CUSHMAN motor-bike for hale In keeping prlvlledge*
quire SIM'S Sandwich Shop after 3 I________________________________ 106-106
p rn.___________________________ 105*107
Srx room tenement to let on Me
H E MESSER residence for sale, chanic St., all modern CALL 72 Me
near Union Common. 9 rooms, lot bor chanic St . Tel. 1090-M, or 33 Purchase
ders on Seven Tree pond. Apply JOHN St. Tel 1194-W_______________ 105*107
H_ WILLIAMS. Union__________ 105*107
’2 DOUBLE house to let. 6 rooms,
ONE 1938 Chevrolet panel truck for bath, garden; clean, reasonable Adults.
Apply MR FRISBEE. 2 Oreene St..
sale. No mileage. $395 TEL. 124-W
106*106
105-107 Thomaaton
,-l
TWO room apt to let. with flush
SEJVERAL tons of ice for sale WIL

Photo Gh" Lino •
LIAM YATES. Tel 43 5 Warren. 105*107 and portable bath DELLA YORK 111
ANTIQUE table and clock for hale. Pleasant St_____________________ 104-tf
GATEWAY TO RICHES
Also combined bookcase and writing
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms,
desk TEL Camden 2523
105*107 suitable for couple; garage lf desired
OILED in front of thia wall of asphalt lakes yield the best quality
------M
94-tf
TYPEWRITERS
adding machines, C. A EMERY.. Tel •436
1 mountains is the chief Seagate to of asphaltum. Many of the river cash registers for sale to let and reFOUR-room furnished apt., elec, re
lred at lowest prices; office supplies. frigerator. automatic heat and hot
banks and mountain slopes sre
i large republic which, believe it or
st discounts. See the new victor water. Tp! 318-W. MRS FROST 92 tf
heavily wooded and present about
machine's $5 down $5 per month
aot. has cot only a balanced budget. one hundred and twenty-five differ adding
only $50.
New standard typewriter.
50%
discount
J W THOMAS Ac CO
Out a Surplus In the treasury, a cur ent varities of trees, which yield val
Tel 807. Rockland
105*107
rency which has not been devaluated, uable cabinet woods, rubber aud
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale"
and no foreign debts. This unique resins, and edible and industrial oils, MISS MARGARET McKNTGHT 41
COTTAGE to let at Spruce Head,
105*107 near the water front, overlooking
republic Is Venezuela; the port. La cocoanuts and fruits. There are more Limerock St
Muscle Ridge Channel. PHILLIP M.
BOSTON
terrier
puppies
for
sale;
Guaira, visited weekly by 16-day than 5S00 known species of plants very pretty, price reasonable. MRS YORK. Tel 853-14
lOS’llM-lOS
Caribbean cruises from New York. Including many from which are pro ROSE HUPPER. Tel. Tenants Harbor
COTTAGE to let at Dynamite Reach.
4
3
104-109
duced
medicines,
dyes,
and
materials
Electric
lights.
electric
etove.
electric
This country stretching for seven
FANCY roasting chickens for sale. refrigerator, screened ln porch, flush
teen hundred miles along the north for tanning. Coffee, carao, tobacco
toilet
Available
Aug
24.
MRS
FRED
Dressed to order. Delivered. TEL 140
96-tf
ern coast of South America—once tonka beans and sugar cane are ex
104*106 LINIKEN. Tel 291-W.
known as tbe Spanish Main—is a tensively cultivated and cattle rats
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
PIGS for sale at city farm. $3 each
104-tf month or aeason; lights, spring water;
veritable Pandora box of natural re ing ls a main activity. And In the
shore lot
Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
aiutf
1940 WILLYS li-ton pickup for sale, o. ri,.
sources, many of which have scarcely Lake Maracaibo region compara
equipped
with
heater
and
defroster.
been tapped. Hidden away in tbe tively recently were discovered some Will sell at a bargain E O PHIL
mountains are tremendous riches ln ot the world's most productive oil BROOK Ac SON. 632 Main St.. Tel.
97-tf
gold, silver, copper. Iron, lead, fields which In 1934 brought Vene 466-W. City
Hard wood per foot, fitted. $1 50;
marble, diamonds, opals, amethysts, zuela's total production to 142.000,000 S^wed.
YARN We are prepared to make
$1 40; long. $1 30 M B Ac C O.
and garnets. In several places along barrels—and Is her greatest source PEftRY, Tel. 487
92 tf your wool Into yam Write for prices.
Also
yarn for sale. H. A. BARTTETFr.
the coast pearls are found. Several of wealth.
SAIL boat for sale. 18x6', round
104 115
bottom, center-board, gaff-rigged; new Harmony. Me.
ly painted and afloat ROBERT HILLS.
119 Summer 8t.. Cltv
69-tf
D Ac H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft
not screened $9 ton del.; screened. $10
ton del. M. B Ac C. O. PERRY. 519
You have always desired Is now
Main St. Tel. 487
92 tf

Traveling Around America

HE average American citizen is

a canny individual He may be
T
lieve for a little while what he's told

On Sunday. Sept. 8. and Sunday, Sept. 15. excursions will be
run over beautiful Penobsrot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
For a Long. Invigorating Sail—GO Miles—and a Short Stay
Ashore—8!i Hours—take the big powerful steamer North Haven
for Swan's Island and way landings.

For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
Both Boats Ix’ave Tillson's Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
9 o’clock. Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in the Late Afternoon.

HERE'S A TIP, GIRLS: If you
want to wear your evening costume
minus crease*, take this cue from
Hollywood.

Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven, $1.50; North Haven, $1.50;
Stonington, $2.20; Swan's Island, $3.00.

Ginger Rogers rests in

an upright position on this frame,
between
the scenes of “Lucky
Partners.” to save her attire from
mussing.

Across 9 States In Daylight

Wort^fr "
I *'* ,u'U '
1 New
Se*»rU ....
I ■trento’’
rhiuaeU**

Only 14 hrs. 55 min. between Rockland and
Washington, D. C.—Every Day, and the Fare
ONLY 2c A MILE In Luxury Coaches
• Cool—completely air-conditioned: Tavern-Lounge; Grill
Car (55c meals): Radio; Free Magazines; Soda Fountain;
Hostesses; reclining seals all Individually reserved
CAPACITY LIMITED—MAKE SEAT RESERVA
TIONS EARLY—CALL NEAREST AGENT—NOW
—
(Rockland Is served by connecting Train to
and trom Brunswick.)

I
1

(Sponsored by W. C.

1 che,teT ’ „

II

by the propagandists, but pretty
soon he gets to thinking things over.
That’s just about what is happen
ing to the alcohol question. John Q.
Public has heard from every propa
ganda source about what repeal has
done to boost America out of the
depression. But when he starts real
izing that he has spent more for
liquor (which is money thrown down
the sink as far as any net economic
benefit is concerned) than he has
for government relief, he gets to
wondering about it.
On Jan. 1, 1940. John Q. Public's
I tippling had cost him $25,364,509,062,
; exceeding the total spent for relief
by 10 biUion dollars and far exceed| ing the $20,000,000,000 increase in
the national debt since 1932.
When the indirect costs of drink
ing alcohol are figured, John Q.
Public's schnapps have just about
equalled the national debt. All told
these costs reached $33,064,509,062
on Jan. 1, 1939.
With all this money paid out it
dismayed John Q. to find out there
wasn’t much consolation on the
credit side of the ledger.
Included in the gross costs of bot
tled spirits and beer from 1933-39
were public revenues totaling $4,408,765,589, less than 18 per cent of the
total drink bill. The liquor indus
try paid John Q. an estimated five
billion dollars in wages, $1,700,000,-1
000 for raw materials, and half a
billion for transportation costs and
miscellaneous, a total return of $12,200,000,000.
In addition to swelling the liquor
industry’s coffers, John Q. Public
when he drinks is contributing heav-.
ily to the 15 billion dollar annual
crime bill each time he buys a drink.
His contribution to crime cost Is'
based on the estimate that liquor is j
responsible for 16 per cent of the
annual crime bill. To avoid over
statement, this 16 per cent has been
charged against liquor only for 193638 with an average of less than half
that total figure for 1933-35.
Looking at these colossal totals,'
John Q. has started scratching his
head and wondering if maybe he
isn’t paying too big a price for his
liquor in alcohol-bred hospitaliza
tion, in broken homes, in disease,
in poverty. In highway deaths, in
many social evils, lowered efficien
cy, and in actual cash.

’,
JLI.

C

Summer Cottages

MISCELLANEOUS

PH I LG AS
BOTTLED NATURAL GAS
'BAKl tVTRVCdA?
UHl THAT AND Wl,
WON'T UT you ‘' '

THAT'S.

CINCHlip'

0
•V

0

♦ ♦

For more information write or call

A. C. McLOON CO.
to^TEL 51,
1

7 1

THAT COTTAGE

United States Customs Service
NOTICE
United States Customs Service. Col
lector District No. 1. Rockland. Maine.
Notice ls hereby given under the
Act of February 19. 1920, that In pur
suance of Authority granted by the
Director. Bureau of Marine Inspec-1
tion and Navigation letter dated 8-2040 on the application of Snow Ship
yards. Inc., the name of the Ol.S.
MYRA J WOOSTER. 46 Gross Tons.
Offlcial Number 216241
has been i
changed to MINK
Joseph T. Sylvester.
Collector of Customs
104-107

GLEN COVE

-

NO BAKING FAILURES WITH A PHILGAS RANGE

T. U.)

Try catsup or chill sauce in
squash, peas, cauliflower or corn.
For each 2 cups of cooked vege
table add 2 or 3 tablespoons of cat
sup. Cook long enough to blend.

TO LET

ROCKLAND, ME.
47-tf

Miss Adah Hall of Boston is guest
of her mother for several days.
Mrs. Mary Jameson of Dorchester,
Mass.,' has been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hare.
Mrs. Alice Gregory, Mrs. Monira
Blodgett, Maurice Gregory and
daughter Pauline have returned to
Somerville.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Babcock and
family returned Friday to Brooklyn,
N. V.

available at Wildwood Park over
looking Penobscot Bay; screened
porch, good roads, city water,
lights available, $985, for quick
sale. Apply—

Wildwood
Development Company
14 MAIN ST. CAMDEN, TEL. 501

104-106

Advertising In
THIS
PAPER
Is a
Good Investment

Every-Other-Day
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VINALHAVEN

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

«««
MRS. OSCAR C. LANS
Correspondent

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hartford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

Miss Marion Norton of Honolulu
formerly of Rockland was guest
We re still scouting for informa
1 8-oz. bottle catsup
Friday of Miss Sara Bunker. Miss tion as to how the beautiful red
ty teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Norton left Honolulu June 11 for basil vlnegar is made Mrs Alice
2 teaspoons lemon juice
a South American trip.
After Hoyt ,n ludlow quoles Irma Maz.
2 teaspoons salt
visiting relatives in Rockland and zas ..Herbs for the Kltchen.. as
ty teaspoon pepper
Boston she will go by plane to stressing wine vinegars as the base
1 box Mueller's spaghetti
California and sail Friday for Hon- for herb vinegars and Mrs. Hoyt
Grated Parmesan cheese
olulu.
1 successfully followed the Mazza diBrown meats in butter in iron
Mrs. Louise Wareham returned ; rections for making her own wine skillet; add onions, garlic, pepper
Saturday to Rochester, N. Y. to vinegars which turned out with and parsley. Cook until slightly
resume teaching. She was accom lovely color at least that made , brown; add mushrooms tomato
panied by her daughter Miss Ellen with claret was a glowing red. ( puree, catsup and ty cup water,
Wareham. who is returning to
Buy a gallon of claret and the Worcestershire, lemon juice, salt
Concord, Mass.
same amount o'f sauterne if you ' and pepper. Simmer 1 ty hours.
N. Cook Sholes returned Satur- i want to make both red and white j Cook spaghetti in salted water
day from Hallowell for the holiday. | wine vinegar. Add "mother” from j until soft, keeping it whole. Pour
Supt. George A. Bragdon who s*ore vinegar, leave jug uncorked sauce over spaghetti and serve on
attended Summer school at Har- and cover with cheesecloth to platter. Sprinkle top generously
vard announces this list of teacher shield contents from dust. Set I with grated cheese.
appointments for this year: High the ^ug in 8 warm place for four Ketchup Cheese Fingers
School, Theodore Nutting, prlnci- °r flve months and you 11 have
Mix grated American cheese to
pal, assistants, Miss Phyllis Black “ne’ r‘cd wine vinegar with not a smooth paste with tomato ket- ,
and Margaret Klnley; 7th grade, too strong a taste.
chup. using about 2 tablespoons
Speaking of basil, which we love ketchup to every ty pound cheese.
Marie Teele; 6th grade. Ruth Arey;
in
tomato
soups,
scallops,
cock5th grade. Dorothy Thomas; 3d and
Cut sliced sandwich bread In nar4th Washington school. Gertrude talls and salads. Charlotte Bartlett , row strlps toast on one slde then
Vinal; 1st and 2d. Louise Libby; of Belmont suggests snipping the spread untoasted side heavily with
White school. 1st and 2d grades, leaves from a small bought of , cheese mixture. Toast under broil.
Dorothy Clayter; 3d and 4th, Ruth fresh basil, chopping the leaves er and serve at once with cream
Billings; Granite Island school, with a clove of garlic and combin soups or vegetable salads
Erma Carlson. Schools will begin ing this with crabmeat and Par U-All-No Mints Candy Cream
mesan cheese which you buy and
Sept. 9
1 cup crushed U-All-No Mints
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dippel. Mr. grate for yourself ... all to be
Ity cups rich milk, heated
tossed
with
freshly
cooked
piping
and Mrs. Stanley Dippel and fam
Ity cup6 coffe cream
hot
spaghetti
over
which
you've
ily returned Friday to New York.
ty teaspoon salt
poured two tablespoons of fine
Dissolve the candy in the hot
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lenfest and Italian olive oil.
family returned Thursday
to
Hew about Italian spaghetti for milk over the fire. Add coffee
Rochester. N. Y., having passed that crowd you may be entertain cream and salt and peur into the
refrigerator.
the Summer at Seal Bay Farm
ing soon? There's nothing simpler freezing tray of
Mr. and Mrs. Cook Sholes have (if you make the sauce ahead of Preeze untiI quite firm and then
been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nellis time and re-heat it to pour over I remove from the tray. Pour into
M. Crouse of Ithaca, N. Y.. on a freshly cooked spaghetti and a big mixing bowl and beat with retary
motor trip to Lakewood and Moose- tossed green salad. French bread, beater until light and creamy. Re
head Lake.
J scallions, radishes and olives and turn to freezing tray quickly and
Edith Coombs of Calderwood's your choice of beverages are all finish freezing. Serve with Nestle s
Fudge Sauce.
Neck is visiting Mr and Mrs. W you need to complete the main
Y. Fossett before leaving next week course. Perhaps we'd better print ^*®tle* Fudge Sauce
for Boston.
w
j our favorite Spaghetti Sauce toJ 7"oz dar Nestle s Semi-Sweet
Wilfred

and

Nickerson

family day-

have returned to Everett. Mass.
Mrs. Carrie Fifleld recently entertained the Needlecraft Club at
her home featuring the birthday of
Mrs. Blanche Kittredge. Supper
was served.
Miss Eugenia Carver returned
Sunday to Somerville. Mass., to re
sume teaching.
Miss Tibbett. who has been guest
of Mrs. Ada Joyce and sister Miss
Alice Reeve at Set-O-Sun. Shore
Acres has returned to Boston.

1 Chocolate

Mueller's Spaghetti With Italian
' ?*uce .
. ‘
.
. .
1 ty pound veal, ty pound pork. V
pound ground beef
(or use Ity pounds ground beef
in place of veal and pork)
ty pound sausage
ty pound Land O' Lakes Butter
Ity pounds onions, cut flne
ty clove garlic cut very fine
1 green pepper, chopped
2 sprigs parsley
ty pound mushrooms, cul
2 (lOty-oz.) cans tomato puree

3 tablespoons Land O Lakes But
„

ter

Ity cups confectioner's sugar
ty cup warm milk
Dash of salt
ty teaspoon cinnamon
ty teaspoon vanilla
Melt chocolate in top of a double
boiler. Blend in the butter. Add
the milk and sugar alternately,
beating well after each addition.
Add the salt and cinnamon, and
Just before serving adu the vanilla.
Serve hot.
Broccoli With Onion Sauce
1 bunch broccoli

PICKING 'EM UP

2 tablespoons minced onion
3 tablespoons butter
Dash of salt, pepper
2 teaspoons lemon Juice
Cut off woody portions of broccoli
and the larger outer leaves; wash
and soak in salted water a few
minutes. Then cook, uncovered, in
boiling salted water for 15 to 20
minutes, or until tender. Saute
onion in butter until lightly
browned. Add salt, pepper and
lemon juice; then heat broccoli in
this sauce for abuot one minute.
Serves four.
MENU
Breakfast

Fresh Pineapple
Wheatena
• Dropped Eggs
Wholewheat Toast
Coffee
Lunch

Cream of Celery Soup
•Ketchup Cheese Fingers
Sugar Cookies
Tetley Tea
Dinner

Cranberry Juice Cocktail
Mueller's Spaghetti with
•Italian Meat Sauce
Hard Rolls
Tossed Green Salad
Radishes and Olives
•U-All-No Mints Candy Cream
•Nestles Fudge Sauce
Coffee
• Recipes given.
Quincy Scott, in The Oregonian, of Portland, Oregon.

Athens, Oreece. got its name
from the patron geddess. Athene.

WHEN YOUR WELL RUNS DRY

Perfect Drinking Water Try
Battled by PEABODY
Delivered from Cushing Spring to Surrounding Towns

; Five Gallons, 50c
Plus Refundable Bottle Deposit

S.A. LAVENDER, Mgr.
4 Elliot Street

Ash Wednesday (Smith), 3.10 260
Kash Buster (Cyr),
2.70
Thursday's Races
Also started: Guy Yerkes, Miss
Mille Noon, headed in the closing North and Bumps Warren. Time,
heat Thursday to win the classi- I 2.16
fled trot feature race of the closing Sixth Race
Gracious Lady
day at Lincoln County Fair.
(Chappelle),
$3.40 $2.40 $2.20
Kash Buster paid $13.30 In win Edward P.. Jr.
ning the first heat as Millie Noon
(Nelson),
3.00 2.30
finished sixth.
Plainfield (Smith).
.
2.40
Jenny Hanover proved best in
Also started: Ajax and Little
winning three heats of the 2.11 j Maggie. Time, 2.12ty.
trot but had to come from behind Seventh Race
in the final to edge Dr. Hanover ' Jenny Hanover
at the wire.
iPhalen),
$390 $2 80 $2 40
The daily double combination of Dr. Hanover (Tuttle),
5.60 3.00
Jenny Hanover and Kash Buster Ed Volo (Brown),
3.20
paid $32.40. The mutuel take was i Also started: Miss Lane. Gov.
$7,643.
Alex and Peter Berne. Time, 2.13.

Damariscotta Fair

Thomaston, Me.

Tel. 225

ChoCho
FROZEN MALTEDS

* $

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN’S ISLAND LINE
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
Dally
Daily
Except Sun.
F.xrepl Sun.
Sun.
Only
sun.
Only
A.M.P.M.P.M.
A.M.P.M.A.M.
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
4.3(1 S.15 8.00 Lv ROCKLAND.
Ar. 110.55 6.00 4.35
5 40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
Ar, 9.50 5.00 3.25
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON.
Lv. , 8.45
2.15
7.50)
111-301 Ar. SWAN'S ISLAND,
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Read Down
Dally •
Except
Daily eSat.
Except £§
Sun.
Sun.
A.M.A.M.P.M.A.M.
5.00 * 8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.

A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. 19.45 11.45 5.30

| 9.05|
I
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15110.00 3.30 9.151 Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Lv. 18.30 10.30 4.15

Daily
Except
Sat. A «§ Daily
Sun.

Read Up

• New York train connection Saturday only.

78-tf

w, a, Stick/

First Rare

Jenny Hanover
(Phalen).
$4.00 $2.30 $2.20
Gov. Alex )Queen).
3.00 2.30
Ed. Volo (Brown),
2.60
Also started: Miss Lane. Dr. Han
over and Peter Berne. Time. 2.13.
Second Race
Kash Buster.
(Cyr),
$13.30 $3.90 $3.20
Ash Wednesday (Smith), 3.00 3.20
Miss North (B. Reed),
9.60
Also started: Millie Noon. Bumps
Above is a group nf the Amalgamated Clothing Workers of America, taken at Oakland during the recent Warren and Guy Yerkes.
Time,
outing held by the union nf Van Baalen lleilbrun employees.
2.17 ty.
Third Rare

Had Many Guests

EALM OF

Nineteen Of Them Attend
Vinalhaven Lions Meeting
—Com’r Greenleaf Spoke
With a guest list of 19. the larg- j
est ever to attend a local club
meeting, the Vinalhaven Lions Club 1
held Ha regular bi-monthly meet- ;
ing in Masonic hall dining rcom |
last Thursday night. The original 1
plan for the meeting was to de
vote it to the mutual interests of
the community and the Summer
residents, and although the plans
wer.t a little awry in their execu
tion, it was the general feeling of
the meeting that a long step had
been taken in the right direction,
and that with a bit more prepara
tion and thought, the meeting of
next year could be made of ut
most importance. As it was. con
tacts were made and friendships
established that cannot but improve
relations between the people of
Vinalhaven and tts most welcome
Summer residents.
At 6 p. m. a chicken supper was
served by the Eastern Star Circle,
by a committee under the chair
manship of Mrs. Daniel Gross.
After supper a- period was de
voted to "loud and lusty" singing,
led in the loudest ar.d lustiest pos
sible manner, by Past King Lion
O V. Drew, who by means of a
little skullduggery managed to
rope In seme of the guests and
make them do some special num
bers. And thc applause that greet
ed the "singing dentist" and the
“boys from Leadbetter s Island”
was proof enough that their efforts
were heartily approved.
Filling an engagement of long
standing, the-speaker of the eve
ning was Commissioner of Sea &
Shore Fisheries. Arthur Greenleaf
of Boothbay Harbor, who had run
up from Stonington in the fog. on
a routine inspection of the workffg
of his department. His remarks
were given the closest attention
for his department has a direct
bearing on one of the vital in
dustries of Vinalljaven, and any
thing that beneflts or harms the
fishing industry gets a quick re
sponse from any Vinalhavenite.
After his remarks he answered
many questions by the Club mem
bers. and brief remarks were made
by Lion C. L. Boman. Warden E.
S. Loud and guest Walter Pendle
ton.
Secretary C. C. Webster's guest
roll shows the following list Com
missioner Arthur Greenleaf of
Boothbay Harbor. Warden E. S.
Loud
of
Vinalhaven,
Arthur
Donald Patterson. Messina. N. Y..
John and Walter Pendleton of
Boston. H. E. Boman. Lisbon Falls,
Alex M. White and Richard Kim
ball of New York. Dr. Cameron A.
Rae of Newton. Mass.. Howard and
Nathan Pulling of Wellesley. Mass.
Prof. R. Mon-t Arey, Rochester. N.
Y.. Paul R Brown of Eastview. N
Y.. Dr. George J Parker, New
York City. R. P. Earle. Aldan. Pa .
William Gaston, New York. Har
vey H Webster. Winter Haven, FlaLawrence S. Heath of Englewood.
N. J., and John A. Frank of New
York.
The next meeting is scheduled
for Sept. 12 at the Havens Inn.
North Haven, and is to be a ladies
night.

WEST WASHINGTON

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wellman of
San Francisco, Mrs. "Mildred John
ston and children and Mrs. Shel
T’S HERE-and
don Wright of Jefferson recently
we have it!
visited Mrs. Lizzie Wellman and
Try this new,
Edson Wellman.
sensationally different
Mrs. Fannie Northey of Chelsea
confection — Cho-Cho
is guest of her daughter Mrs. Cleo
I Bartlett.
Frozen Malteds on a stick!
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith and
Wilford Turner of Fryeburg visited
Good For Children
! Mr. and Mrs. Granville Turner over
the weekend.
Good For Adults
Mr. and Mrs. Esten Wellman
were callers Saturday in Augusta.
Good For Everyone
Miss Elsie Hisler of Somerville
was overnight guest Wednesday of
Celia Wellman.
Miss Katie Kennedy and Mrs.
Perley Jones of Razorville metered
to Oakland recently.
Miss Georgie Hibbert returned
Thursday from Mrs. Roy Light's.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester White of
Ask for Cho-Cho at your North Grafton, Mass., and John
Leigher of South Coventry, Conn.,
E. & M. Dealer’s
were in W&shington over the week

I

end.

M

USIC

Gracious Lady
(Chapelle),
$3.50 $2.50
Edward P. Jr.
(Nelson).
7.60
Plainfield (Smith).
Also started: Little Maggie
Ajax. Time. 2.14.

Eighth Race

j Kash Buster

$8.40 $3 80
! (Cyr).
Millie Noon (Brown),
3 40
[ Ash Wednesday (Smith).
Also started: Guy Yerkes
Bumps Warren. Time. 2.17.

out
out
out
and

Ninth Race

Gracious Lady
(Chappelle)
$2.90 $2.20 $2.20
Edward P. Jr.,
(Nelson).
2.50 3.40
Little Maggie (Fitzgerald),
3.40
Also started: Ajax and Plainfield.
Time. 2.14.

In Peru, bridge supports some
$2.30 times are made of ropes of cactus
fiber.
3.40
2.60
and

Fourth Race

FOR WOMENS
ONLY/

Jenny Hanover
(Phalen).
$3.20 $2 50 $2 30
hy Gladyt St. Clair Heittad
Gov. Alex (Queen),
4 40 2 80
If fldgety nerve*, restless nights and
Ed. Volo iBrown).
3 20
other distress Irom (emule functional
disorders keep you (rom having (un
Also
started:
Miss
Lane.
Peter
Announcement Is made that i achievements, and that his concepln life — take Lydia E. Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound — famous for
Ru'h Draper, internationally known ' tion of its grateful music was Berne and Dr. Hanover. Time. 2.13.
over 60 years In helping such weak,
Fifth Race
diseuse. Dorothy Fox. soprano ! again noble and filled with innervous women during "dKBcult"
Millie Noon
days. WORTH TRYINQI
and Hellmut Baerwald. pianist, sight.
(Brown).
$4.70 $3.50 $280
will appear at the Camden Opera
• • • •
B
House on Wednesday. Sept. 4. in
And speaklng of the New York
benefit of the Camden Y MC A. Times—the issue of Sunday, Aug.
A most worthy cause as the "Y" | 18 carriecj an article entitled
BUY A KALAMAZOO. DIRECT TO YOU
serves as a community center for 'Festival in Maine," which covered
Stoves,
Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
the town's ’our.g people. Again in an entertaining manner the acVery Easy Terms
Your Old Stove Taken in Trade
these renowned artists are giving tivities of the Curtis String Quartheir sen ire; which ln themselves tet at Rockport
Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington
represent a generous contribution I
, , , .
98-tf
Tickets m„y be obtained at the i ...
„ __ ,
,, ,
...
_ , ,
_
ui .
Miss Katherine Harris, a brilSeleetmeu.- office on Washington ...
_
.
. . , _
.
. . , ’
liant voung Baltimore soprano who
street, in Camden, or by telcphon- .
.
° . . .
V,. ,,
. „
has been studying with Mme
lng Camden 610.
_ .
. .
..
| Schumann during the Summer
• • • •
| here at Rockport, recently attendMiss Draper's art is an inscrut-1 ed the Berkshire Festival and
able one—on one can evoke from brought back among interesting
herself so bizarre a procession of j reports delightful bits about Hercharacters and so much of the mann Hans Wetzler, American
realities of human life unassisted : conductor and composer who has
save by a chair or two, a shawl or ! just lately come back to his naa shabby old sweater. As one re- ' tive country after many years of
SOLD AS LOW AS $5.00 DOWN
viewer summed it all up—"No one ! absence in Europe. The August
Wr allow you from one to two years to pay balance
can play so many tunes on one in- j issue of Musical America carries a
Your old stove taken in trade
Strument." It ls an inscrutable picture and short article about Mr.
This
trademark
is famous from Maine to California. Therr
art because all art that travels full Wetzler who plans to settle In New
are few Americans w ho do not know about it. For nearly 411 years
rat'ge of cmctiois from comedy to York. For several years he conit has meant to people in every part of our country High Quality.
trftgedy. "carrying truth on its ducted the Wetzler Symphony in
LOW Factory Prices, Fair and Square Dealing.
back,'' is not to be easily explained. New York and one of his outstandI have heard her twice and as I ing achievements was a series of
When any factory stays in business for 40 years constantly
growing bigger and stronger it must be producing a good product
look back I am remembering the concerts devoted to the works of
at an attractive price. BECAUSE we sell direct our factory prices
way she enters the stage, smiling. Richard Strauss, with the comare $25 to $40 less than a stove of comparable quality. When that
unassutnlng. One likes her im- , poser and Mr. Wetzler altenrating
product wins and holds the friendship of nearly 1.500.000 fami
mediately for she gives cut a i as conductor of the orchestra,
lies, it must be a mighty satisfactory, well performing product.
friendliness that ls disarming. Strauss' “Symphonla Domestica"
When it comes to thr stoves with which they cook their meals
Or.ce the entrance ls made, she had its world premiere at one of
and warm their homes! A MILLION AND A HALF AMERI
plunges Into her characterizations these concerts under Strauss' baton,
CAN HOUSEWIVES CAN'T BE WRONG!
—the harassed society woman, the i
,
• • • •
Dalmatian peasant, the lunch- j The following poem does not dlOne hundred and forty-four Models of Coal and Wood
counter girl in a railway station— ] rectly refer to music, yet ln its
ranges, 15 Styles of Oil Ranges, 12 Styles of Electric Ranges. 12
Styles, of Bottled Gas Ranges. Combination Oil and Elec
no flourish, no swank, each charac- construction It is music and ls
tric Ranges.
er presented with the unimpeach- sudh a vivid picture of August that
able authority of sympathetic im- jt merits showing:
Combination Coal-Wood, and Electric Ranges, with dual
agination. It is an experience to
oven in which you can bake either way. Ask the other dealers
AVGUST
sit under
Ruth Drapers
art—don't i A. wbrooding wlstfulne**
, .. .
if their Combination Electric Stoves have this feature. Combi
,,
”
pervades the
miss it.
n-id,.
nation Oil and Bottled Gas Ranges.

KALAMAZOO

THE BIGGEST STOVE & FUR
NACE STORE IN THE WORLD

. . . .

William Harms, brilliant young
pianist who so charmed his hear
ers ln the Rockport concert last
Tuesday night, played at Bar Har
bor Wednesday night substituting
at almost a moment's notice for
Eugene List who was injured in
an automobile accident. While I
haven’t the details of the concert,
do know that it was a very impor
tant affair, with an artist from
the Metropolitan featured as vocal
soloist.
• • • •
A new curriculum for the com
ing year is announced for the New
England Conservatory of Music by
Wallace Goodrich, director. It will
encompass a 4-year course leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Mu
sic with concentration in applied
music, musical research, composi
tion or school music. There will
also bc a 3-year diploma course in
specialized fields.
• • • •
A new Chamber Music Society of
Philadelphia has been formed, and
it will sponsor a series of six con
certs by the Curtis String Quartet
during the coming season. Mrs.
Arthur Hoyt Scott is chairman;
Mrs. Mary Louise Bok. honorary
president.
• • • •

j The truckman bring* hls tubers to
he sold
Whlle glints of dew are Jeweling the
mold,
Bafore the
Invigorating freshness
yields
To noon's oppressiveness and dulling
heat.
Full tpples redden and Increase In
size.
The golden crop Is harvested, and lies
In granaries; sweet corn ls ripe to
eat
If one did not possess a sapient eye
To see beyond tne clustered opulence
Whos? purple bunches darken In thc
sun.
One nslght survey this pageantry, nor
sigh
In contemplating Its Impermanence.
Alas! the passing ls so swiftly done.
Mabel Posegate In New York Times

Combination Coal-Wood and Bottled Gas Ranges, with a dual
oven in which you can bake either way. Ask the other dealers to
show you both the approval of the American Gas Association
and Good Housekeeping on their dual oven stoves. As far as
we know they can’t show both.
Requests for prices, pictures, etc., answered promptly.

CONSULT US FOR FURNACES
FACTORY BRANCH STORE AND DISPLAY ROOM

304 WATER STREET,

AUGUSTA, MAINE

95*96

Walter Mills, another singer with
a wide acquaintance ln this part
of Maine, has been active in recitals on the West Coast this Sum
mer, chiefly centered In Califor
nia.
At the Cascades Musical Festival
held in Jackson. Mich., one of the
featured
soloists
was
Carrie
Jacobs-Bond, who appeared in each
performance. A spectacular mu
sical scene, based on one of her
songs, was also a prominent item
of the festival.
•
When the yellow brocade cur
tain at the Metropolitan Opera
House was taken down to bc re
placed by a new one. a large piece
of the brocade was sent to Geral
dine Farrar who bowed to delighted
audiences before it for 16 consecu
tive seasons, from 19C6 to 1922.
• • • •
The Philadelphia Orchestra Con
certs for Youth Committee recent
ly announced the prizewinners ln
the auditions held early in May
for appearances as soloist with
the orchestra ln the 1940-41 youth
series. In voice the honor went
to Hilda Morse, 2C-year-old so
prano of New York City, who has
been studying with Mme. Schu
mann at the Curtis Institute of
Music.
• • • •
Jorge Bolet, the young Cuban
pianist who so delighted a Rock
land audience two years ago. was
soloist in the Schumann A Minor
Piano Concerto recently at a Robin
Hood Dell concert, in Philadelphia,
with Alexander Hilsberg conduct
ing. Mr. Bolet's part was termed
outstanding by the critics, for its

Doris Doe. Metropolitan Opera
contralto, known to many local
people, will sing a group of songs
by Edward Burlingam Hill at the
Town Hall in Francestown, N. H..
for the benefit of the Village Im
provement Association, on Labor
Day. Miss Doc has been requested
by Prof. Hill to repeat the three
songs which are still in manuscript
and which are dedicated to her.
• • • •
Noting Efrem Zlmbalist, world
famous violinist, in the audiences
at thc recent Rockport concerts, re
calls the success he won in his ap
pearance as assisting artist in an
all-Sibelius program at the Lewisohn Stadium in New York on
Aug. 14 It was the closing con
cert of the season (the 23d season
by the way), and an audience of
18 000, one of the season's largest,
attended. Noel Straus in New
York Times said that Mr Zimballst’s Interpretation of the Si
belius violin concerto has long
r-nked as cue ol his major artistic brilliant exposition.

First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they’re hard to change. So it pays to make

good first

impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,

classified instantly by the appearance of your

name in the corner. Which is more impressive—
three lines of black type on a government stamped

envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ? t

Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be

able to save you some money, too.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Every-Other-Day
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ers. She carried an arm bouquet James Moore, Macon. Ga.; Mr. and ORFF’S CORNER
Mrs. Walter Parsons. Miss Madelyn
of gladioli.
Miss Enah Hall and Mabie BorTlie best man was Thomas Paul Larvin, Leominster, Mass.: Mr. and neman have closed their Summer
Dunn of Bloomfield. N. J. cousin Mrs. Rodney Coffin. Charleston;
ft ft ftft
Final Concert At Eells’
«« ««
of
the groom. The ushers were Ar- Mrs. Milton G. Perry and daugh home and have returned to Law
LEDAG CHAMPNETT
Boat Barn—Artists De
1
thur
Calderwocd, Sherman Cooper, ters. Trenton, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. rence, Mass.
JUNE
COTE
Correspondent
lighted Fine Audience
Franklin
Waterman. Hugh Parsons, Charles Stanley. Cranberry Isles;
Correspondent
ft ft ftft
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lowell and
Great Britain turns out three bil
I cousins of the bride.
ft
ft
ft
ft
The Summer music season at
daughters. Gorham; and Mrs. Free lion buttons annually in its fac
Tel. 2229 1
Miss
Duncan
was
given
in
marTel. 713
tories.
man Robinson of Vinalhaven.
Rockport closed on Tuesday night
i riage by her grandfather, Henry
when
a
concert
of
unusual
merit
Mr. and Mrs. Liev Shubin have
Duncan.
Roger Calderwood is spending the
returned to New* York City after was presented at the Boat Barn
Mrs. Duncan, mother of the bride,
having spent the Summer at the before an audience which taxed week in Portland.
wore embroidered net over black
home of Mr. and Mrs. H O. Heis•v. u
.v.Mfs.
Helen Dean. Mrs. Raymond taffeta, and a corsage of American
the seating capacity and
overflowed
1
tad. Mr. and Mrs. Heistad were
and porches. ' Maylicw and son- Dean‘ passed the j Beauty roses. Mrs. Sappington,
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. into the anterooms of the Rock- wet’'celx^ ln Waterville.
[mother of the groom, wore orchid
’;“‘“j ^Hemdng's' in'Belgrade
Given for the benefit
Miss Dorothy Stcddard is spend- j lace and a corsage of white roses.
port Children's Christmas Welfare
The Eork^r‘ Farm Bureau wllJ
Hartford’ Miss Virginia Beverage was organ
Fund under the sponsorship of ing a week's vacation in ~
meet Thursday at the home o, Mrs Mary Louise Curtis Bok, with and New York city.
ist.
(
Mrs. .Hester Chase. Bwh^HUlJor
Church decorations of gladioli
The W.C.TU. will meet Friday at
'
an
assistin
8
committee
from
the
an all day session; subject;
Rockport Garden Club, it brought the home of Mrs. Charles Burgess. were arranged by Mrs. Maud Simp
Aid".
out a larger number of the townsMrs. Frances Poster and Warren son. The aisle candles were held
people than usual, joined by music Foster of Melrose Highland. Mass., by Virginia and Joan Lowell of
CLARK ISLAND
lovers from adjacent towns and Mrs. H. S. Platt and Miss Evelyn [ Oorham. Rose Marie Baird, Thelma
M. .
Platt
Lawrence,______
Mass,_ .and
Hiram Andrews of Norton's the Summer colonies.
....
___ of ________
___ Paiso,ls- Phyllis Waterman, Caro
The gifted artists contributing Gregory L. Gill of Brooklyn, N. Y, I „n Oreenlaw- Dorothy Thayer, and
Island was recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Butler.
their services for the worthy cause were holiday guests at Terrace Cot Barbara Dyer
Immediately after the ceremony,
George Flathman of Rahway. N. were Marion Head, violin. Max tage. Spring Street
J. returned home Sunday after Aronoff. vicla, and Edith Evans
xIrs c R Bachelder and two a reception was held at the home
visiting for a week with Mr. and Braun, papist. in The Rockport f^jjdren w-ent Saturday to Glens of Mrs. Lucy Poole, great-aunt of
..
..
the bride, attended by relatives and
I Trio; William Harms, pianist; Falls, N. „
Mrs. James Harrison.
Yl
thC close friends.
Mrs. Leslie Milne, Mrs. Eliza- Marla Noelte. coloratura soprano; Summer at Hosmer's Pond.
Refreshments were served under
beth Hinckley and Misses Dorothy and Eleanor Blum and Vladimir
Willard Wight, William Torrey, direction of Miss Emma Rogers of
Sokoloff,
duo-pianists.
The
proJackson and Harriett Johnson
and Brewster Jameson, who have Plainville, Conn. Miss Madelyn
N
were guests Sunday of Mr. and sram
been spending the Summer at Me- Larvin of Leominster. Mass., had
I
Mrs Edwin Witliam of Willardham Symphonic Cuncertante.
domak Camp. Washington have re charge of the guest book. Miss Mer
E flat
major
Mozart turned home.
Albert Mills and sons Douglas
cedes Calderwood had charge of
(or violin, viola and piano
Albert and Joseph of Rockland
Marion Head. Max Aronoff
Edward Manning is ill at
the gifts.
Edith
Evans
Brand
visited Sunday with Mr and Mrs.
heme of his parents.
After the reception Dr. and Mrs
n
Henning Johnson.
Sonata ln D major.
Haydn
Sappington left by motor for Thom
Intermezzo Opus 117 No. 2 In B
NO TRAFFIC HAZARDS
aston. Ott, where they will make |
flat minor.
Brahms
NO SPEED TRAPS
NORTH HAVEN
Mass., and Mrs. Nellie Kelley of Rhapsody. Opus 79 No. 2 to O
their home. Mrs. Sappington's go
minor.
Brabma
Schools will open Monday, with ing away ensemble consisted of a
Nothing to worry you as you
Bucksport visited the past week
Willi-m Harms
ride in comfortable, cool, reclin
this list of teachers: High School black crepe dress with touches of
Intermission
with Miss Hazel Gillis.
III
ing seats fall reserved) on this
principal, Victor Walker; assistant white, black hat, and white ac
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Knowlton Nightingale and the Rose.
luxurious all-coach train.
Camille Pnint-Ssers principal, Olive Conley, of Ells- cessories.
and family moved yesterday to Bell song (rom 'ljvkme.'^l^lieUbesworth.
CeRter School,
Eleanor
Mrs. Sappington is a graduate of
Rhapsody (VocaliseI.
AIX THIS AND MORE
Howland.
r
Brown;
Thoroughfare
School. North Haven High School. She at
Marla Noelte
FOR ONLY 2c A MILE
Mrs. Aletha Thompson. Miss
IV
Grammar
grades,
Fannie
Ames
of
tended the State Teachers* College
Arensky
Hazel Gillis. Willis Thompson and Waltz.. Opus 15.
• Luxury Coaches!
'
and the primary at Lowell, Mass., and taught two
Cut i.uhoshutz I Vinalhaven;
Henry Vose spent Sunday In Oriental.
• Tavern-Lounge Car!
Casaado Berkowitz grades, Francis Elliot.
Requiebros,
years
In
the
North
Haven
schools.
Tarentelle,
Oous
17.
Rachmaninoff
Bucksport guests of Mrs. Nellie
• Radio!
Eleanor Blum
Word has been received from She was graduated from the Medical
Kelley.
Vladimir Sokoloff
•
Free Newspapers and Maga
Harold Wooster who has been sta Center, New Jersey, and is a regis
a. *
r
Leslie Simpson who is employed
The Mozart work was a splen tioned during the past five years tered nurse ln New Jersey and
zines!
in Augusta came home for the did vehicle for the Rockport Trio
• Grill Car (55c Meals)!
with the U. 8. Hospital at Mare Maine.
after spending two weeks with her gf)Uth Warrpn Mr and Mr, wil. weekend.
making Its first public bow. The
'<>
• Hostesses and
Dr. Sappington is a graduate of
parents. Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Us KinRpy and ?0R Willis aRd Mlss
Miss Marjorie Woodcock is visit quality of its playing was always Island. Calif., that he is soon to be
Porter Service I
transferred to Philadelphia recruit Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Dunn They were accompanied by May Wppd Qf Rockland. Mr aRd ing Miss Ruth Robinson in Rock
well balanced, the piano never ing Station to await commissioning j Tenn. He received his M. D. in
• Completely airMiss Anne Armstrong, also of El Mrs. Fred Ames. Miss Harriet 'Wil- , land.
overshadowing the strings. It is of the U. S. Siota. Mr. Wooster, 1937. He is a member of Alpha
conditioned!
J
kins Park, who has been guest of son, Christine Hysom. Herbert | Mrs. Forrest Grafton went Friday
not amiss to mention the par
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn for several Newbert ard George Newbert.
to Portland for the weekend and ticularly fine work done by Miss who is the son of Mr and Mrs. Em- [ Kappa Kappa fraternity. He indays, and by Dr. Douglas Walker
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Paulsen and holiday. She accompanied Mr. and Head and Mr. Aronoff. These two ery Wcoster enlisted in the Navy terned at Nashville General Hosaoout nine years ago.
pltal and Jersey City Medical Cen
returning to New Haven, Conn., daughter. Grace, leave today for i Mrs. Walter Winchenbach and
have a thorough understanding of
ter. He is now physician and sur
after a vacation spent at his home New York planning to visit the : three children of South Portland
their instruments, playing with Sappington-Duncan
geon in Thomaston, Ga.
here.
World's Fair and in New Jersey and . who have been vacationing at Gay's beautiful tone control, excellent
At a candlelight ceremony held
Among the out-of-town guests
Island.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Feyler and Pennsylvania.
technique and sensitive feeling. Saturday night at 9 o'clock in the were: Mr. and Mrs. Ernest P. SapHighest
scores
at
the
meeting
of
children. Dorothy, Robert, Mar
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Light and Mr. 1
Mrs. Braun is particularly happy Baptist Church. Miss Alma Phyllis pington of Fort Gaines, Ga., Mrs.
garet, Elizabeth and Richard, re and Mrs. Walter McLeod of Cam- I the Conrtact Club last Friday were in this form of expression. Miss
turned Saturday to Everett. Mass. den. were guests Sunday of Mr. | held by Mrs. James Creighton. Mrs. Head was very lovely in white Duncan, daughter of Mrs. Katharyn j
Duncan of this town, became the
Ellis Spear. Jr., of Warren, Mrs.
Mrs. Feyler and children having and Mrs. Irvin Condon.
crepe worn with a wide red sash bride of Dr. Thomas Asbury Sap
spent five weeks with her mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stevens and Harold F Dana, and Mrs. Fred and a red flower in her hair. Mrs.
Mrs. Elmus Morse, and Mr. Feyler three children of Farmington, were Campbell of Warren. Club mem- Braun was handsomely gowned in pington of Thomaston. Ga.. son of,
Mr and Mrs. Ernest P Sappington
...
,
having joined them here Friday. weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. bers are invited Friday of this ,
t_h PTM..
of Fort Gaines. Ga. The single ring
Their niece. Nancy IJbby, accom Francis Tillson. On return they week to the cottage of Mrs. Arthur ' 8T?Z.J^
Having profited by long study service was solemnized by Rev.
panied them, and will spend this were accompanied by Miss Leah Elliot at Bird s Point.
with Josef Hofmann, by teaching Henry Felton Huse, pastor of the
Norman
Overlock
came
from
I
week as their guest.
Tillson, who is entering Farmingand concert work Mr. Harms now has church, assisted by Rev. Milton G.
Waltham. Mass., for the weekend.
Mrs. Theodore Rowell ar.d daugh ton Normal School this Fall.
Girl Scouts of Pine Cone Troop years of experience behind him; Perry of Trenton. N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Miller and
ter, Miss Olive Rowell, went Satare
conducting a house-to-house consequentlj’ his art is taking on
The birde was beautifully gowned
urday to Ocean Park and on re- ‘■on. Wayne o( New London. Conn.
canvass
for the sale of cookies. |' greater maturity. His ease at the in ivory faille witli long sleeves, lace
turn were accompanied by Mi es j spent the weekend and holiday
piano,
his
unassuming
manner
and
Gwendolyn Barlow. Esth»r Aehorn. with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. These cookies are made by a recog- j facile hands make him a delight- bodice, and full skirt with train.
nized baker and have the Good
Her floor length veil was of tulle.
Beverly Kirkpatrick arid Florine Herbert C. Miller.
Housekeeping Institute seal of ap- fu, ar,tist t0 lhe
, “r' Harm?
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Weynot and proval. The proceeds will be used ^ion* were consistently well She carried an ivory prayer-book
Burnham, who had been attend
ing the Ocean Park School of Mrs. Grace Wyllie of Dorchester. for current expenses of the Troop. [ Pc,’rormed' f contrasted to show and a rhubrum lily.
Miss Helen C. Stone of Camden,
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson ‘cchmque. feeling and tonal color.
ccftsin of the bride, was maid of
Mme.
Noelte
a
resident
of
Chica

and son Raymond entertained at a
honor. She was dressed in aqua
family pirnic dinner Labor Day.. go has been in New York the past taffeta with a doll hat of fresh flowMr. and Mrs William Robinson .nd
«udyinB wl‘h X’mPo Ellsa’
[ Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings, beth Schumann, and this Summer
has dience. As true in Mr. Harm's
1 daughter Lois and sons Bernard and
er
, her ,husband
,
Our shelves are laden with the
R.chard. Green corn from their beer, continuing pccial work with case, the group was so consistently
newest in shoe styles for man,
Mme
Schumann
Summering
in
well
done
that
no
particular
num

i garden was particularly enjoyed.
[ Rockport. Mme. Noelte displayed ber Fands out. unless possibly the
woman and child. Make a selection
I a voice of amazing range, of true Arensky Waltz. The “Oriental"
today.
1 coloratura flexlbllty, and of lovely and "Requiebros'' held special in
| clarity when not forced. The voice erest, inasmuch as the arranger
Suedes, gabardines designed for
’ shows great promise and it will be of Cui's work was done by Pierre
good
lilting comfort.
j interesting to watch its develop Luboshutz. brother of Mme. Lea
ment in the coming years. The Luboshutz. and the Cassado num
. ••;■ V.''WBSgfa&iSe&X
[ "Bell Sor.g" from “Lakme” made ber arranged by Ralph Berkowitz
ENLIST NOW— a very general appeal, and the with whom Mr. Sokoloff has given
| "Rhapsody" by the singer's hus- two Rockport concerts of music
in WAI.K-OVF.RS and AIR-STEPS
; band, h mself a gifted composer, lor one piano, four hands.
The Tarentelle was a brilliant
j was interesting and unusual. For
an encore “Caro Nome" from "Rigo- climax for the group. The applause
l letto" was given. Mme. Noelte was and shouts of “Bravo" reached ova
[ a rather exotic figure with should tion points as the artists were re
er length red hair and heavy called over and over. "Country
makeup, set off by a gown of heavy Gardens" an arrangement of Percy
lusterless black taffeta 'ashioned Grainger's well known work simply
with sophisticated simplicity. Mme whetted appetites for more and by
Noelte's
accompaniments
were request of Mrs. Bok the Arensky
j played with impeccable artistry by Waltz was repeated, to the delight
Mayor F. H. LaGuardia of New York City applies first of the U. 3.
Leo Rosenek of New York. The of all. Miss Blum was charming
For Town and < ountry
Army posters now being placed on all Railway Express trucks through
high light of the program was ln red silk which set off to ad
out the nation, to assist in recruiting. Attending the ceremony are (left
I the
duo
playing
by
Miss vantage her soft dark coloring.
CO-OPERATIVES and
to right): Major Thomas B. Woodburn, designer of the poster; N. P.
An encouraging sum was realized
Blum and Mr. Sokoloff (Mr. and
Ballou, Assistant to President. Railway Express Agency; L. O. Head,
WALK-OVERS
' Mrs. Sokoloff) in private life. Their for the Welfare Fund, a project
Preaident of the Railway Express Agency, and Col. L. B. Magruder,
playing was marked by brilliancy which has the heartfelt interest of
recruiting officer of the 2nd Corps Area.
Arthur Walker, the
of touch, dramatic interpretation, Mrs. Bok.
I TIM HOLT was born on February thrilling rhythm, and a wealth of town’s First Selectman, expressed
New York City was recently [ side station of the Railway Ex- 5 in Beverly Hills, California, tope color. The likeness of tonal in brief but w’ell chosen words the
Comfortably seasoned leathers in
the scene of the placing of the press Agency.
the son of the noted actor Jack
Major Thomas B. Woodburn, in ' Holt. He attended grammar quality was noticeable, one never appreciation felt for the co-opera
first recruiting poster by Mayor
blucher,
brogue and moccasin styles
tion
shown
in
the
undertaking,
covering the other. Mr. Sokoloff
F. H. LaGuardia of New York on charge of the Army’s national re- schools in that city and in Holly
with
a
special
word
of
gratitude
for
had
a
special
interest
ln
having
thfl aide nf a Riilwav ExDress cruitinS Publicity, who designed
for the new suitings.
the Jideof a ,
i,''. the poster, said he conceived the wood. When only ten years old he Efrem Zimbalist, famous violinist, Mrs. Bok who made the benefit pos
truck- The Express company has country's mood now as one of de- made his film debut, playing the for whom he is accompanist dur sible.
of his father's son in a Holt
donated the sides of all its 12,000 termination, and that he planned role
—By Gladys Heistad
trucks to carry copies of the re- (he poster to express that mood, starring picture, when no other ing the Winter season, in the au

Methods. Miss Barlow and Miss
Aehorn were members of the grad
uating class this year, having at
tended the sessions the last three
ft ft ft ft
years.
SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Huber of
Correspondent
Mechanicsburg. Penna. and Mr.
ft ft ft ft
and Mrs. Charles W. Hall of Roselle
Tel. 190
N. J. returned home Saturday
' after being guests the past week
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Joyce cf of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Dornan.
New York and Florida who are j Following the Summer recess,
touring Maine were dinner guests Mayflower Temple will resume
meetings Friday night.
Friday of Mrs. May Hamilton.
Knights of Arcana Lodge and i
Dr. and 'Mrs. A. L. Jones, daugh
Sisters
of Mayflower Temple are
ter. Miss Clarice Jones, Allan
invited to meet Sept. 8 at the home
Jones and son. returned yesterday Of Mrs. Gertrude Oliver in Friend- ,
to Stoneham. Mass., after spend ship, for supper. All attending are
ing the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. requested to take sweet food and !
Frank D. Hathorne.
own dishes.
The topic of the prayer meeting
Mrs. Mary Marden and daughter
to be held at the Baptist Church
is~""'The Miss Barbara Marden of Portland
Thursday night at 7.30
God of Hope.' Following this are guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
ewett.
meeting there will be a farewell Hewen
Mrs. May McEvoy is visiting her
party for those young people of
The church who are leaving soon to sister-in-law. Miss Mary McEvoy
return to school. These include in Petersham. Mass., for several
Miss Olive Rowell, returning to days.
Miss Olive Leach who has been
University of Maine. Miss Leah
Tillson and Miss Marie Clark to spending a vacation with her par
Farmington. Miss Celia Stone to ents. Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach,
Castine. Miss Harriett Tillson to returned Sunday to her studies at
a Nurses' Training School in Port the Maine General Hospital School
land. and Miss Eleanor Howard of Nursing in Portland.
Francis Tillson who is employed
Gray who attends school in NewYork. Mrs. Minnie Newbert is in at Bath, spent the weekend at his
charge of arrangements for the home.
Genevieve Bradlee and Herbert
party.
Libby returned to Boston yesterday
Mr. and Mrs. H H. Newbert had
having spent the weekend with
as weekend-holiday guests Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Closson and daugh their families here.
A pleasant family reunion was
ters. Arline and Adaline. of Upton
held Sunday at the Newbert cot
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. William Towe
tage at Jefferson Lake. In the
and Richard Webb of Syracuse.
group were Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
N. Y.
Newbert, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Rev. and Mrs. Donald F. Perron Closson and daughters, Arline and
and sons, Duane and Bruce went Adaline. of Upton. Mass., Mr. and
Saturday to Lowell. Mass., where Mrs. Richard Webb and son. Rich
they are visiting relatives, plan ard and guests Mr. and Mrs. Wil
ning to return today.
liam Towe of Syracuse. N. Y, Rich
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Comly, Jr., ard Bucklin and guest, Carl Haland son. 1-eRoy Comly returned tott, of Eastport, Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday to Elkins Park. Penna i Walter Eucklin and son. Fred of

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT ,

Music Season Ends

CAMDEN

MAINE CENTRAL RR

New Styles In Our Usual High Quality

FOOTWEAR

12,000 Trucks Aid Army Recruiting

for the FAMILY

Career Story

Women’s Styles

'J s. ARMY

S3.95 to $7.50

Men s Styles

$3.95 to $8.95

cruiting message to every city and : it shows Uncle Sam. his hat off
hamlet in the country.
and his long white hair blowing
At this time in a speech given j free, rolling up the sleeves of his
over the radio and to the as- ! shirt. In large block letters runsembled Express company cm- ning across the poster are the
ployees and spectators, the Mayor words:
recalled his youth to show he I "Defend Your Country. Enlist
knew the army well. He re- Now. United States Army.”
Thanked by the Mayor and the
marked: “I was raised on an Ar
my post and the first pacifier my assembled Army officers for his
mother gave me was a rind of cooperation with the Army re
Army bacon. My first pants were cruiting drive, L. O, Head, Presi
made out of old Army breeches.” dent of the Railway Express
“Appropriation of billions of [ Agency, declared his company
dollars for war equipment means was glad to take the recruiting
absolutely nothing and does not posters to every city and'town in
scare the greedy and cruel die the country.
Colonel L. B. Magruder, in
tators of the world,” the Mayor
said. ‘‘Army equipment is only charge of recruiting for New
the first step,' and is useless un York, New Jersey and Delaware,
also spoke of the training advan
less we have trained personnel.
“This does not mean that the tages of Army service. He said
United States or our government that in order to provide training
is looking for a war. It means we for new recruits the Army had
are announcing to the whole established the finest schools in
world that we will not run away the world today.
‘‘Trained specialists are needed
if anybody tries to butt in.
Encouraging young men to join 1 for the mechanized forces of the
the military service, M a y o 1 air service,” he said. “The Army
LaGuardia said that Army life schools are supported and paid for
was good, the work wholesome j by you, and should be used by
and the pay and promotion as\ you.
Col. Magruder announced that
good as in private industry,
The Mayor was photographed 25.929 enlistments have been ob
with a paste brush in his hand tained throughout the country on
preparatory to affixing the first the so-called preparedness enlistposter on one of the 120 trucks ment No. 2. which is to expand
which were drawn up at the re- [ the size of the United States Arcently completed New York West-1 my by 38.000.

youngster in the film colony
! proved suitable for the part. Ex
cept for that one interlude, how
ever, Tim devoted himself to his
education and to outdoor sports,
of which he was and still is fond.
He went to Culver Military
Academy for his final two years,
j graduating with honors and ranki ing fourteenth in a class of 115.
On returning to Hollywood he
joined the Westwood Theatre
Guild, appearing in a stage pro
duction of "Papa Is All” with Mae
Clarke and Bodil Rosing and at
tracting the attention of Produc| er Walter Wanger, who put him
j under contract and started his
film career off in earnest. Now he
is under long-term contract to
RKO Radio. Like his iather, he
enjoys being outdoors and is a
crack swimmer, badminton expert
and polo player. He plays with
the noted Midwick polo team and
owns several ponies. He is as
tanned as an Indian. He dislikes
formal clothes and closed cars,
raises cocker spaniels for a past
time and takes a 16mm. camera
on long trips into Mexico and Ari| zona and New Mexico to make his
1 own “travelogues.” Some of his
I pictures are “The Law West of
Tombstone,” “Stagecoach,” “The
Spirit of Culver,” “The Girl and
the Gambler,” “The Rookie Cop,
“Fifth Avenue Girl” and “Swiss
Family Robinson.”

AT PARK THEATRE THURSDAY

Boys’ and Girls’ Styles
For Dress and Play

$1.69 to $4.50
Pumps, exfords, wedgies and sad
dle oxfords: we have them all—we

fit them scientifically.

On the set of “All This and Heaven Too” Bette DaYis, star, and Rache
Field, author, discuss the character of "Henrietta," Miss Field's immorta
heroine who is portrayed by Miss Davis.

McLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Mr. and Mrs. Eliot R. Duncan
tnd family have closed their cotage at Ingraham's Hill and re,urned to Danvers Mass.
Mr.
Duncan resumes his duties as head
5f the commercial department and
nanager of the cafeteria in the
Jigh School.
Mrs. Carrol Boardman, formerly
)f Rankin street, Rockland, is a
surgical patient at the Osteopathic
laspital of Maine in Portland.
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Ronald and Helen Robishaw who
have been spending the Summer
with their grandparents Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Robishaw. have re
turned to their home in Dorchester,
Mass.
E. E. Barde of Washington, D. C„
who has been on an inspection of
marine stations
at
Hingham.
Charlestown and Portsmouth, has
returned to Rockland, accompanied
by Mrs. Carrie House, who has been
visiting in Danvers, and Salem.
Mass. Mr. Barde and family left
today for their heme in Arlington,
Va.

Miss Caroline I. Jameson and
ter house guests. Miss Olive Beveritock. Miss Florence Emery and
Uns. Neil Hansen, of Boston, and
Urs. H. O. Heistad of Rockport, moi ored to Lakewood Saturday, seeing
M rs. Merton Beggs entertained
Ethel Barrymore in "School for the store force at dinner Thursday
Scandal."
at the Paramount in honor of her
birthday. Her guests were Mrs.
Misses May and Florence Bedard Sophronia Beggs, Anna Mundie,
if Fitchburg, Mass., visited last Nina Burgess, and Carolyn Thomp
week Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bick- son. They afterwards attended the
nore, Fred Humphrey and Mr. and movies. Mrs. Beggs was remem
Urs. E. Howard Crockett.
bered with gifts.

Mrs. Forrest H. Brazier lias re
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Kean of
turned from Portland, where she Saco were weekend guests of Mr.
underwent a surgical operation at and Mrs. S. T. Constantine.
Dr. Leighton's Hospital. •
Mrs Henry Chatto and daughter
Frances,
and Miss Louise McIntosh
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Marshall,
Carolyn Thompson, and Nina Bur went on a weekend motor trip to
gess motored to Skowhegan and Mohawk Trail and New Hampshire.
Lakewood Wednesday, where they
Mr. and Mrs. William Keyes of
were guests of Mrs. Thompson's
Los Angeles, are guests of Mr. and
sister, Mrs. R. K. Newcomb.
Mrs. W.lbur F. Senter at Lucia
Beach.
Mrs. Claire McInnis and son
Donald of Malden, Mass., are guests
Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Glover,
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert J. Brickley. on a weekend trip, stopped at Exeter
Inn over the holiday, celebrating
The first fall business meeting of Mrs. Glover's birthday.
the executive board of the Garden
Club Federation of Maine will be
Rev. W. J. Day returned Monday
held Sept. 12, at the Wishing Well, to Winthrop, Mass., having com
Waterville. The 29 members of the pleted his supply work at the First
board will meet at 11 a. m. with Baptist Church.
Mrs. Clarence S. Beverage of Au
Miss Emily Simpson and Miss
gusta, Federation president, presid
ing. Board members are to make Ellen Simpson, who have been
luncheon reservations with Mar guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Pomjorie Bartow, corresponding secre roy , have returned to Chicago.
Weekend guests at the Pomroy
tary, of Oakland by Sept. 10.
home were Mr. and Mrs. H. F.
Mis. Hanson Bird and daughter Grant and daughter Geraldine and
Miss Madeline Bird and Mrs. Doro Miss Constance Grant of St.
thy Bird Snow went by motor yes Stephen. N B.
terday to Northampton. Mass., for
Mrs. Earl Reiner of Upper Darby,
a visit with the William Bird fam
ily. Miss Madeline Bird went on to Penn., is the guest of her sister,
her school work in Trenton. N. J. Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley.

last visit to our store this season,

so, be here this week.

and your coat will be reserved
in free stoarage until you
need it!

Dr and Mrs. Guy Wilson re
turned Saturday from their annual
vacation, visiting in Boston, Cape
Ccd and the White Mountains.

Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Glover of
Naugatuck. Conn., were weekend
and Labor Day guests at the Samo
set. Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
were their dinner guests Sunday,
after which they all drove to Scarsmont. where they met the Jack
Glovers and Wyman Festers for an
afternoon visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Eaton Simmons
Lynn. Macs., was guest of Mrs. C.
Simmons over the weekend,
turning Monday.

Lawrence Pike of Lewiston, has
been heme for the weekend as the

guest cf his sister, Mrs. William
Cro s. Mr. Pike is active in radio
circles cn both stations WGAN in
Portland and WCOU In Lewiston.
The Watkins Program heard on
Tuesday evenings at 7.30 ever
WGAN is coming to be a very popu
lar feature.
Mr and Mrs. I.endon C. Jackson
Jr. have returned from a visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Jackson in
Whitinsville, Mass. They also mo
tored through the Adirondacks in
New York State and the Green and
White Mountains in Vermont and
New Hampshire.

This is Mr. Hussey’s second and

PAY A SMALL DEPOSIT
NOW

Miss Grace Knowlton and sister
Miss Eda Knowlton end their vaca
tion period today and return to
Chicopee Falls and Lowell, Mass.,
where they both spend busy hours
in labor of distinction. While here
they were guests of Mrs. George W.
Smith. Summer street, and of other
members of the family.

John W. Trctt end family
the holiday weekend with
Trott's parents, Mr. and
Charles A. Lutz cf Pelham,
at Belgrade Lakes.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank R. Harper
announce the engagement of their
1 daughter, Eleanor Frances, to May/ nard Arthur Ames, sen of Mr. and
T1 Mrs. Elmer Ames of Ingraham Hill

'’K

Dr. and Mrs. Charles J. Watcon
and Mr and Mr: . Tracy Cottrell of
Ncrwcod, Mass., spent the weekend
at Glencove and Friendship. A
shore dinner at Rockledge Inn (cn
the recommendation of Dr. Wat
son's "sidekick' George Smith* was
a feature of tfie Maine visitation.

Mrs. Edna Tomkins arid son Dick
were in Portland Thursday. They
were met by Dick’s daddy, George
Tomkins, who took him to Boston
i*h to spend a week witli his g'randmother Mrs. Florence Tomkins.
/S

xj?
hj

Capt. and Mrs. Ernest F. Ginn of
Portland entertained Sunday at
their Summer cottage at Ginn's
Point. Guests were Mrs. Barbara
Henke, Miss Arlene Anderson and
Mis.? Anna Anderson of Maisffeld.
Mass.. Miss Lcrain Fawoc**. 'Ii>
i

ill uto

u d

Page Seven
Mr. ancl Mrs. G Bradley Dennett
After a period of failing health , and daughter Patricia have moved
covering nearly five years. Mrs. I from Gorham to Crescent Beach.
Mr. Dennett will teach seventh and
Stephen Smith died Aug. 27.
eighth grades in Owl's Head. They
Other than discomfort of great are occupying the Carl Dyer cottage.
weakness she did not suffer and r?- (
Monday night a jolly crowd gath
tained every faculty until almost
ered for a picnic supper at Welwood
the last moment of life.
Grove. Ash Point, the hostess Miss
Born near Calais, Jan. 20. 1861,
Mildred Moody served 30 guests with
(laughter of David F and Rosannah green corn, stringless beans and
(Georgd Smith, she came to Rock- Jello, fruit salads and root beer.
By K. S. F.
, land in 1866. after the father's re- Charles Havener with his popular
I turn from war. Graduated from seda was on hand with several cases
of a..sorted flavors. The entertain
In an old number of The Courier- Rockland High School, March 5. ment for the evening was in charge
Gazette has been found an account 1880, she began teaching which had of Mrs. Margaret Carr, first prizes
of a concert given at the home all the years been her ambition. Her going to Mr. and Mrs. Russell
of the late Thayer S. Kimball. The first school was at Rockland High Staples of Rockport and second to
talented musician. Mr. Hill, com
lands. where she remained three j Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barbour. The
ing from the flagship. Texas. Band,
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
gave great delight with his violin years, then promoted and trans Nelson and Eleanor Nelson of
and elso 'cello selections played in ferred to the “Oak Grove" on Cam Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Russell
the manner of the finished artist. den street, as it was then known. Staples and Phyllis Crockett, Vera
Midshipman Burkick, an excellent Here she taught 11 years, resigning Fasten, B. Miller of Rockport, Mr.
tenor and Midshipman Pearsal, in 1831.
and Mrs. Clinton Barbour, Cynthia
In 19C0 Mrs Smith was married to Barbour Dot. Shute, Mrs. Margaret
also gave with professional finish
a reading of Kipling's “Danny Stephen Smith of Boston, residing Carr. Edith Jackson. Lena RamsDeever" and Mrs. Lillian C. Copping there for a few years, but later re- ‘ dell, Flora Jamieson. Mr. and Mrs.
sang artistically two delightful con turning to the family home on North H. Johnson. May Daggett, Ruth
Main street, where but for the Wheelar. Harold Kalcr, Roy Mank,
tralto solos.
• • • •
short time in Boston she had made Hattie Grover. Viola Anderson,
Charles Havener, Ashley Leach and
Labor is discovered to toe the her home for more than 56 years.
Mrs. Smith was a great lover of, Charles Higgins.
grand conquerer. enriching and
building up nations more surely home and famllv. Because of the i
than the proudest battles. Thus mother's ill health she had to enact I Mrs. George E. Moody entertained
reasoned William Ellery Channing the role of mother and home-maker Monday her aunt Mrs. Nellie Reevcr
and Mary Baker Eddy who opined during school days. To the younger of Waldoboro and cousin. Mrs. Bes
that the richest blessings are ob sister and brother she occupied a sie R:ever of Scar.-dale, N. Y. at
peculiar place, having the care of dinner at her cottage Welwood
tained toy labor.
* • • •
them In baby days and later having Grove, Ash Point.
*
_
Hint—Any kind of preserves is botli as pupils in her school.
A great sorrow came to her three
made more valuable and finer
Mr, ard Mrs. Irl Hooper and Mrs.
flavor if a bit of lemon juice is years ago in the loss of her brother Jane White visited Sedgwick Sun
Charles, a lovely devotion having day, enjoying that marvelous view
added. Try it and see.
• • • •
existed between them since early from Caterpillar Hill.
The European door to peace one childhood.
The surviving family are her hus
would call a trap door or swing
Mr. and Mrs. A L. Vose passed
ing affair with so little hope for band, who gave her the tenderest the holiday with Mr. and Mrs.
a key Io hold it for better opening care; the sister, Mrs. Edwin II. Crie; Charles Brown in Rumford.
or closir.-g.
and brother, Harris P Smith; also
• • • •
a cousin. Fred H George, who eame
Mrs Thomas Ward and son Ed
This musical criticism seen re into the family in childhood.
ward of Philadelph-a have returned
cently. takes the cake for brevity
By desire of the family, private home after spending their vacation
at least: "An amateur string quar services were hpld Friday, Rev. J.
with Mrs. Charles Wade, Waldo
tet played Brahms here last eve Charles MacDonald officiating.
avenue.
ning. Brahms lost."
Flowers, rare in beauty, eame
• • • •
from relatives and a few near
Oreenland is trying to expand friends. Bearers were C. S. Cox,
Today and Wednesday
commercial relations with this Ralph Stickney, W E. Sweeney. O
rountry and why not?
Carl Cassens. Interment was In the
family let at Aehorn cemetery where
Turkish delegates visited Glas she rests beside 'Those whom she
gow. Scotland, on some project and had loved long since and lost
were so enraptured with haggis, awhile."
shortbread, and other Scottish good
i
This verse from a favorite poem
things to eat that they took re
often quoted by her seems to those
cipes and. packages of each kind
0i Oat /
who loved her best to be expressive
Cltfiati lilfl
of special Scottish food home with
of her life.
them.
I live for those who love me. whose
• • • •
hearts are kind and true,
For
the heavi n that amlic.s aboie ine.
A magistrate whose name I might
and awaits my tplrlt too;
mention was discussing beverages For all human ties that ij.au me, for
and the Seven Dwarfs
the task hy Ood assigned me;
with a fellow club member.
Fur the bright hopes yet to tltid me.
“Have you ever tried strong
and the good that I run do. '
FERDINAND |
MTTLf ’
drink? asked the friend.
Jwi BULL 1 | • ,IC* < >
t&JHE
“No,'' replied the magistrate, “but
I have tried a lot of persons who
have."
|
GRAPHIC'S
p*
• • • •
Old Neptune, the Ood of the ,
sea, must (eel puzzled at the con
stant falling of ships into his pri
,
THEATRE T ,
MCVfff BtFOWr SO O VfffWMfLMfMO
Camden
Tel' 25T9
vate regions.
AN ANNAr OF INTIATA INMpB TI
• • • •
M’ED.-TIIl'KS., SEPT. 4-5
Hint—When blondes have some
rhey're Mr. and Mrs. again in
fear that their complexion is start
THURSDAY
the laugh riot of the year!
ing to have that faded condition
WILLIAM
MYRNA
and look, experts say the soap and
water method is the very best and
surest cure. Use a good olive oil
soao and plenty of scrubbing and
CHARLEk
toweling and watch the results.
MRS. STEPHEN SMITH

This And That

wwWhite

C OMIQUt

Regers of New York city, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur R bnson and Miss
Adelaide Damon cf Natick. Mass..
Mrs. Bertha Odbcr of Hartford.
Conn.. Mrs. Deris Pierson and Miss
Edna Small of Boston. Oscar Foster
and Bill Foster of Owl's Head. Capt.
Jchn Bernet, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Crockett. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Teel.
School Days
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Baxter and Our teacher's a dear, but
son Edward, Mr. and Mrs. Leland She went and said.
C. Blackington and Robert Black- ■Make up a story, girls,
ington, all cf Rockland.
Out of your head.”

Wednesday-1 nursciav

Make up a story, when
Mine is a rock—
Sandy and dry
As an old brown crock.
How make a good story
Out of flesh and 'bone
Unless It tells the reason
We feel so much at home.

In all our sunny country
That has no wares to blight
The future years of boys and girls
By naughty men who fight.

SHOWING
THESE FINE

h.'d f«» »*• ’

Furs

Four Day Offering
Paramount presents

Northern Seal

Caracul

FURS

Hudson Seal

Mink Dyed Muskrat

°OWELL - LOY
it

TONIGHT—BARGAIN S! OlV
Maureen O'Hara, Adolphe Meiijon

in
"BILL OF ftlVORfEME\T
Billy Smith Comedy
Pete Smith Specialty

Persian Lamb

Alaska Seal

Marmots

Chekiang Caracul

AN OUTSTANDING COLLECTION

Skunk

through former associations.

Platina Jackets

and many others

This is the TIME to BUY your FUR COAT
. . . and SENTER CRANE’S is the Place . . .

' wHh Brian Donlevy
Muriel Angelus • Akim Tamiroff

Mr. and Mrs Donald Upham and
family and Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Stuart and family of Fairfield were
guests ct Mr. and Mrs. Almon P.
Richardson at the weekend.

Duro-Seal
Guaranteed Coats

$69.50

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Thurston and
family of Chester. Penn, have been
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leforest A. Thurston.

BECAUSE the SENTER CRANE LABEL
Guarantees

the

Dependability that has

never once been questioned . . .

BECAUSE SENTER CRANE'S is here to
stay . . . you don’t have to wonder whether

you will find us or not . . .

n

on

ZEB

K U A H D J/

BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE

"PURE AS THE DRIVEN SNOW or
A WORKING GIRL’S SECRET”
Cld-lime Comedy Melodrama—Tonight Through Saturday

GET SOME HAPPINESS

Phone for a few of our
lovely Fre h Cut Flowers.
Have them with you for
company in your rooms!
Tuck a nosegay Jauntily in
your coat when you walk
out. See how they will en
liven you—smart-up your
appearance! No equally
small outlay can buy so
much hi cheeriness.

Miss Anne Delmonlco came from
Augusta to spend the holiday at
her Rockland home.

Written and Directed by Rreaten Stingo

SPECIAL

O C

m

SILSSY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

TEL. 318-W

ROCKLAND, ME.

106-107

turcr who is familiar to our Rockland trade

Skunk Jackets

A

a»t

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cameron had
as weekend guests. Mr. and Mrs.
Maitland Swlmm of Lynn, Mass.

Brought from New York by a manufac

Fox Jackets

rSowc

LAST FIVE NIGHTS OF SEASON
Sherwood Keith and Joseph J Cell present

Miss Louise Anderson who has
been visiting her parents Capt. and
Mrs. Anders Anderson, has resumed
her position in Mt. Sinai Hospital,
White Plains, N. Y.

Mrs. Arthur K. Orne, daughter
Judith and son Peter, have returned
to Wilmington, Del., completing
their Summer visit with Rockland
relatives.

'ALL THIS. ANL
HEAVEN TOl5' J,

ARTOON
NEWS
BIG CASH NIGHT, $330

Col. Kenneth P. Lord. U. S. A., has
joined his family at Port Clyde lor
a fortnight’s vacation.

Raccoon

BOYER

FRANK McH'JGH
_ _ _ _ EDMUND LOWE

Mrs. Choris Jenkins had high |
score when Corner Club met with
Mrs. C. M. Richardson at the home
of Mrs. I. J. Shuman.

Silvertone Muskrat

J

f

Strand

Shows: Mat. 2: Kvg. 6.45 and 8.45
Continuous Saturday 2.15 to 10.45
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time

Mr. and Mrs. William Ulmer and
Miss Virginia Ulmer of Belmont,
Mass., spent the weekend and holi
day with Mr. Ulmer's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Alden Ulmer, Sr.
Perley Brackett, who has been
spending his Summer vacation at
his Rockland home, returned yes
terday to Concord, N. H.

ANNOUNCING
Our Annual Display and Sale of

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
You Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection

Quality Furs at Moderate Prices

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
CLOTH COATS
16 SCHOOL STREET

FURRIERS
BURDELL S DRESS SHOP
ROCKLAND, ME.

TELEPHONE 540
89-tI
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A DIFFERENT MENU
EAST LIBERTY
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:— I Kenln Regers has entered the
From time to time your columns ' Veterans Hospital, Togus where he
announce the distribution of Fed- will remain a few weeks for oberal food. As this is one of the servation.
New Deal policies, it might be in- | Recfnt visitors at the home of
teresting for the recipients to know Mr and Mrs 1^^. Davis were Mr.
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested
what these champions of the and Mrs L<,rcy EXtrom and the
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1914
masses against the classes had to latter>s paients of Lowell. Mass., and
1 eat when the cabinet of the pres- Mr. and Mrs. Mark Sumner and
j ent administration celebrated the two children of Randolph. Vt.
Al Davidson speed artist, was tending the annual convention of seventh anniversary of the New
Mr and Mrs. Fleetwood Pride of
; Deal in Washington last Spring.
Abbot were weekend guests at
pitching for the Thomaston base- tde united Association of Post
The menu was as follows:
Oeorge McLain’s.
bail team.
Office Clerks in Los Angeles, inCaviar
Olenn A. Lawrence bought the
,
, „ .. _
... „
Ralph Reynolds and family of
L. B Keen house on Broadway.
tendin« als(> 10 vlslt
Ex‘x>sltlon Amontillade Sherry <30 years old'
Beverly. Mass., are spending two
Cream
Soup
The contract for building and in San Francisco.
weeks' vacation at the camp. Palace
Terrapin
furnishing Watts block in ThomMrs. Elizabeth Arey. 85. died at
of Carelessness, on Stevens pond
1928 Chablis
aston was awarded to a Worcester. 1 the honle of her daughter. Mrs Aland visiting relatives and friends
Roast Pheasant
MwmiC°*nCecrn«!fOr?44^ , ,
bert Hamilton in Vinalhaven.
in the meantime.
1923
Pommard
Willis Ayers Sunday School class \
.......
The Cllng-tcgether Club enjoyed
Currant Jelly
formed a branch organization 3herman Weed
bought the , Whd Rice
! a picnic Thursday at the City Park.
Mixed
Oreen
Salad
known as the Ahishamac Club with 5 Fletcher house in Rockport.
Assorted Cheeses
! Belfast.
Theodore Perry as president.
capt. Oeorge B. Alley died at
Strawberry and Vanilla Ice Cream ; Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hooper have
The Naval Reserves, who made i Tenant’s Harbor. .
' returned home from Amesbury,
Champagne
the cruise on the Battleship Ken- ’ Ground was broken for a new j
! Mass.
Frosted Cakes
tucky were home Maynard Leach , Knox Hotel in Thomaston.
Dr Ralph Howes of Forest City.
Demi-Tasse
of Rockport had two ribs broken
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Blunt of
1 N. C., is visiting relatives here.
Benedictine
in an accident.
Thcmaston celebrated their golden |
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Dean and
Creme de menthe
George A. Crockett of Thomaston wedding.
Mrs. Clifford Deal and three
T R P.
was elected president of the Crock
Mrs. Almeda M. Edgecomb. an I
| daughters of Fort Fairfield were
ett family which had 75 present at reed Appleton woman fell into a
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. LauGreat
quantities
of
fish
scales
its reunion in Penobscot View xx>l of water while searching for
are used in making artificial pearls. rence Colby.
Orange hall.
a cow. and was drowned.
Tlie Robbins family met with
Francesco Modanare of Camden 1
James Dornan in Hope. Roscoe 'ought refuge beneath a tree, dur
Robbir.s of Union was elected presi ing a shower and was killed by a
dent.
jolt ot lightning.
H M. Leadbetter was elected
Clarence Eaton, who had moved
president when the Leadbettei| met rom Deer Lsle to Camden, was
at North Haven.
Irowned from Wiley's Wharf.
On? hundred attended the Fogler-Payson reunion. Henry H. Payson was elected president.
The Thorndike reunion was held
at Ballard Park. Chester L. Pascal
Musconqus Bav Project
being elected president.
B C. Calderwood of Bath was
Has 985 In Attendance
elected president of the Calder
Since
It Was Opened
wood family. Rev David Upham of
the Upham family. Clyde Watts of
Wild life conservation and na
the Watts family. Fred Leach of ture activity programs will be
the Shibles family, Ellis Spear. Jr„ launched ln communities through
of the Starrett-Spear family, F. W. out the nation and in Canada by
Pierson of the Smalley family and the 248 teachers and youth leaders
Larkin Oilchrest of the Oilchrest enrolled this Summer at the Audu
family
bon Nature Camp at Todd Wild
Ervilla Emma (Leach) wife of life Sanctuary, Muscongus Bay,
Asa P St. Clair, died at the age of Maine which closed Thursday after
62
its fifth and most successful season.
E. C. Moran Jr., a Junior at Bow
The final event of the season
doin College was appointed assist was Wednesday night's fifth birth
ant to Prof Nixon, to instruct in day banquet at which John H.
Greek and Roman history.
Baker, executive director of the Na
Ray Haskell cf Ccnductcr Ander tional Association of Audubon So
son's train scalded one of his arms cieties. which operates the camp,
badly
and Carl W. Buchhetster. director
Frank F Trafton was installed of the camp, briefly addressed the
as chancellor commander of Oen. campers.
Berry Lodge K of P.
Since thc camp was first opened
Mrs. 8arah Perry was Instantly In 1936. a total of 985 teachers,
killed when struck by a trolley car youth leaders research workers and
while returning from the Thorndike hobbyists have attended, represent
reunion.
ing 37 States. 4 Canadian Provinces
B F. Simmons of Appleton was and one European country. Tire
elected president of the Simmons largest attendance has come from
family; A K Wilson of the WilsonNew York. Massachusetts. Pennsyl
Teel family; Joshua Spaulding of
vania. New Jersey. Ohio and Maine
the Martin family; H A. Thomp
During the past season, the
son cf the Bills family; Rufus E
Audubon Nature Camp was filled
• Here's a COOkto recipe you'll sure
Burrows of the Burrows family;
to capacity throughout the five
ly wish to make your own. For you
ALMOND
Frank B Miller of the Miller fam
two-week periods, from June 14 to can keep the dough in the refrig
ily.
REFRIGERATOR
erator, then slice off cookies and
Aug.
28.
All
the
campers
pay
their
Milton French, clerk at W. C.
bake them /resA any time you wish.
COOKIES
Toasted almonds blend with
French’s market, believed he saw own expenses, with the exception
of
those
who
attend
on
scholarships,
3 •ifjrs. beaten
1
cup
Spry
brown
sugar
to
give
these
cookies
an airship pass over Rockland.
1 cup almonds.
1 *3 teasjMMina
a tantalizing flavor. But to let this
James Dondis was elected presi 160 of which have been provided tempting
finely chopped
vanilla
flavor come through to
during
the
past
five
years
by
gar

and toasted
1 teaspoon suit
dent of the order of Brith Abraham
full deliciousness, you need a pure
den
clubs
and
by
the
national
as

4
eupl
tifted
■
2
cups
brown
Other effeers were Samuel Cohen.
vegetable shortening like Spry.
sugar, firmly 1 teaspoon soda
Samuel Shapiro. Isaac Berliawsky, sociation and its affiliated societies.
These wholesome cookies are just
packed
The history of the camp site goes
the thing with a glass of milk, when
Meyer Ross and Max Finegold.
Blend Spry, vanilla and salt.
back
to
19C8,
when
the
primeval
the
children
come
home
from
There was a large funeral for
Add brown sugar and mix well.
school. Treat your family to Almond
Add eggs and blend, then add
Ouiseppe Conforto, who was a spruce growth on the island was Refrigerator Cookies soon.
threatened with being converted In
nuts. Sift flour with soda; add
member of the Italian Colony.
to first mixture and blend.
Orris B. Wooster was elected to pulp wood. At this time private
What Makes Cookies Tender?
title was acquired to most of the
Pack tightly into 8 x 8-lnch pan
president of the Hall family.
Why shortening, of course. So, for
greased with Spry and lined
Secretary William O McAdoo was island by David Todd, then pro
cookies that melt in your mouth,
with waxed paper. Chill In re
fessor
at
Amherst
College.
Ohio,
a guest at The Thorndike Hotel.
use an all-vegetable shortening that
frigerator overnight, or until
is
exactly
KX?'shortening_a
short

who.
together
with
his
wife
and
Adam E. Cole returned from a
Arm enough to slice.
ening
to
which
no
ingredients
or
father-in-law. Eben J. Loomis, poet,
15.000-mile pleasure cruise.
Bake in moderate oven (375’F.)
liquids
have
been
added
Use
vege

astronomer and friend of Henr\
8 to 10 minutes. Makes 6 dozen.
table shortening for making light,
Thoreau,
frequented
the
Island
ob

These births were recorded
delicate cakes, flaky biscuits, and
< All
f*’d)
Rockland, Aug. 20, to Mr. and serving and studying its natural
crispy, digestible fried foods, too.
Mrs. Fred H. Ward, a son—Carl Leo. growths and wildlife.
In 1932 Milllcent Todd Bingham,
Liberty, Aug. 21. to Mr. and Mrs.
also present at last night s celebra
Otis Jones, a daughter.
Rcckland. Aug. 24. to Mr. and Mrs. tion. conceived the idea of convert
Frank Fields, a son.
ing the island into a wildlife sanc
\ \
Allston. Mass., Aug. 20, to Mr and tuary as a memorial to her mother.
Mrs. Sumner Stowe, a son.
This idea was expanded when Mr
j,
Friendship. Aug. 19, to Mr. and Baker suggested to her that the
Mrs. Alden Lawry. a son.
island be the site of a camp to pro
am
Rockland, Aug. 17. to Mr. and vide teachers, youth leaders and
t
Mrs Joseph E. Hanley, a son— other interested adults with field
Hartley L.
experience and practical program
Rockland, Aug. 13, to Mr.and Mrs. suggestions for developing interest
Louis F Hart, a son—Raymond H. ln birds, mammals, insects, plants,
s
Rockland. Aug. 27, to Mr. and marine and other wildlife.
Vx
Mrs. E. Shuman Rich, a son—Ern
Mr. Baker pointed out, in speak
est Edward.
—AT—
ing at the banquet, that the growth
the of thc Audubon Nature Camp
The marriages for this period to capacity attendance in its fifth
were:
season is evidence of.the widespread
Rockland. July 24. Nathan H. interest in the conservation and
Whitten and Myrtle E. Richardson, study of wildlife and in the train
TELEPHONE 1210.
ROCKLAND, ME.
both of Bangor.
ing of leaders to perpetuate and
Rockland, Aug. 13. William L. advance the appreciation of nature
Porter and Ursula Reynolds.
throughout the country. The head
Rckland, Aug. 16. Oscar E. Woos quarters of the National Association
ter of South Thomaston and Flor of Audubon Societies is located at
ence M Hall of Rockland.
1006 Fifth Avenue, New York City.
Rockland, Aug. 17. Paul E. Taylor
of Rockland and Lizzie M. Wilson
BOOTHBAY PLAYHOUSE
of Andrews Island.
The Art Exhibit at the Boothbay
Deer Isle—Bertrand W Snow and
Playhouse this week is a one-man
Fressie M. Eaton, both of Ston
show by John Goss of the faculty
ington.
Isle au Haut. Aug. 21. William E. of the Rhode Island School of De
Robinson and Esther O. Holbrook. sign. Mr. Goss took top-notch hon
St. George, Aug 22, J. Willard ors this summer in the Massachu
Wall and Miss Elizabeth M. Pethick setts show at the Old Tavern Oalleries of the Rockport Art Associa
both of Elmore.
Boston, Aug. 22. Ernest R. Nichols tion’s headquarters.
Mr. doss, who is a member of the
It is with distinct pleasure that we announce appointment of
of East Hartford, Conn . and Miss
Providence Water Color Club as
Lou E. E. Thorndike of Rockland
Rockport, Aug. 17. Charles W. well as tfbe Rockport Art Associa
as head of our Retail Fish Department. Mr. Wooster, formerly
Pinkham of Waldo and Mrs, Juli tion, is aboift to become a member
of the permanent colony which is
etta F. Sylvester of Rockport.
with Perrys Park Street Market and Perry's Main Street Market,
Rcckland. Aug. 25, Roy B Rowling increasing so rapidly In size ln the
has had 10 years’ experience in the fish business.
of Rockland and Lessle B Butler of Boothbay Harbor region. He has
Just purchased the old schoolhouse
South Thomaston.
For-Rockland. Aug. 30, Thomas Shaw on the hill at Linekin, Boothbay
and Marion B. Stevens, both of Harbor, and will renovate it for a
Uncompromising High Quality, Prompt and
studio and summer home to be ready
Rockland.
for
occupancy
next
Spring.
Union, Aug. 21, Lyman Jones and
Dependable Delivery, Phone 1210. Rockland
The Ooss exhibition of water col
Miss Minnie Lermond.
Camden, Aug. 21, Raymond C. ors and lithographs, which is the
Bucklin of Thomaston and Lucy E fifth and last in the series of Between-the-Acts Art Exhibits to be
Grant of Sandy Point.
Camden, Aug 24, Lloyd Spencer held at thc Playhouse this Summer,
231 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND. ME.
of Providence and Leila Ward of will be open every even.ng this week
throughout Ihe entire engagement
Rockland.
cf the cia-tuM comadj
D J. Didteiis oi Cwateii fa: at

25 YEARS AGO

Almond Refrigerator Cookies
win the whole family's vote

Nature Camp Closes

The Duck Hunters
Season For Maine Con
tains 52 Shooting Days—
Ducks On the Increase

Every-Other-Day

5

Salt Is being used as a stabilizer
ln the building of airport runways
regardless of cruising range, are say Zadok Dumbkopf. is the interin Canada.
equipped with two-way radio com- national spy who was arrested and
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette.
munication apparatus.
1 shot while on vacation.

The 1940 duck-shooting season
for Maine. Oct. 1-Nov. 29. calls !
for exactly 52 shooting days. It |
opens on a Tuesday and closes on
a Friday. Shooting hours will be
sunrise to 4 p. m„ Instead of 7
a. m., to 4 p. m.. as in recent years.
Tlie bag limit on ducks remains
the same. 10 In the aggregate, ex
cept that the daily bag limit may
not Include more than three of any
one or three In the aggregate of
canvasbacks. redheads, buflleheads
or ruddy ducks. Oeese. three tn the
aggregate, Not. more than two
days' bag limit of ducks, geese (In
cluding brant), and woodcock, and
one day's limit of other migratory
game birds may be possessed at
one time.
R-deral regulations permit shot
gun. not larger than No. 10 guage.
j fired from the shoulder; bow and
arrow; dog; blind or floating de
vice other than a sinkbox. Federal
regulations prohibit the use of au
tomobile; aircraft; sinkbox (bat
tery); power boat, sailboat ,or any
device towed by power boat or sail
boat; automatic-loading or handoperated repeating shotgun or more
than 3-shell capacity In the maga
zine and chamber combined; live
duck or goose decoys; the hunting
of migratory game birds by means,
aid or use. directly or indirectly, of
corn, wheat, oats, or other grain
or product thereof, salt, or any kind
of feed whatsoever, placed, de
posited. distributed, scattered, or
otherwise put out.
A GOLF UPSET

Beating par by two strokes and
the best of 32 of hts brother profes
sionals by four, Oeorge Jones of the
Northport Country Club scored aj
70 over a wind swept Riverside
course Sunday afternoon to win
the club's all-profes/.or.al 18 hole
tournament.
Hardly rated at the outset. Jones
took a three stroke lead on par by,
scoring a birdie deuce on the third
and an eagle three on the 491 yard
] fourth. In the driver's seat, he didn't
let up at all until first place, with Its
545 compensation, was his His first
nine score was 33, three under and
best of the day. and his last nine was
37, second best of the day.

In Germany, all military aircraft,

The unluckiest man in the world,

SHARE-THE-ROAD

Every DAY, every NIGHT, it shows
you re against "SCREWDRIVERS" and "SCREWJAYS"
T7 VER YWHERE you drive, you see
members of the Share-the-Road
Club. Literally millions upon millions
of motorists have joined this nation
wide crusade to cut today's Stopand-Go driving 35% by curbing
“Screwdrivtrs” and their brother
pests—those heedless pedestrians,
‘‘Screwjays.’’

Your help is needed, too. See your
Shell dealer today. He'll gladly enroll
you in this public-spirited move
ment and put the new 1940 Dayand-M'^/if Share-the-Road Emblem
on your car FREE. The flags, in
sea talk, mean “I’ll give way.” On
your car they mean “I Share the
Road.”

«■ THIS DAY-AND-NIGHT SHARE-THE-ROAD EMBLEM

FREE AT THESE SHELL
Damariscotta Garage, Damariscotta
Hope
Quincy Peabody,
Dean & Eugley,
Lincolnville Ctr.
Waldoboro
Harold Ralph,
Thomaston
Thomaston Garage,
Miller’s Service Station, Thomaston
Rockland
M. A. Sprowl,
Rockland
Francis Dyer,
Rockland
Edwin Kenrick,
Rockland
Don Perry,

dealers
Rockland
A. C. Grover,
Rockland
Laurence Miller,
Sea View Garage, Inc. , Rockland
Rockland
Walter Tolman,
Rockport
Frank Johnson,
Sea View Filling Station,
Camden
Camden
Bay View Garage, Inc.,
South Hope
George Jacobs,
Union
L. F. Barker,
Washington
Charles Bowman,

They're tops in crispy goodness
— and so easy to make!

NMi

/

son

CITY FISH MARKET

FRESH SALMON

FRESH HALIBUT

FRESH HADDOCK

HADDOCK FILLETS

SWORDFISH

TINKER MACKEREL, CORNED HAKE
A PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT
GEORGE A. WOOSTER

CITY FISH MARKET

Take a word of advice from the

wide-awake new apartment hunt
ers and home shoppers, who are

alert to the helpfulness of our
Classified Columns. You live well,

when you live in a community
whose

advantages

merit being

told about through this newspa
per—because its Classified Col

umns are read by the kind of peopie

whom

M

you want for your

neighbors. Turn to the Classified

The
Courier-Gazette

